
Education In Love & Understanding God's Loving Laws

Introduction (20161104-1920-1920-jesus-dt-agp-leugll--Introduction--en-outline)
Purpose of "Education In Love" Assistance Groups: God's universe operates on God's Love - 
Every one of God's Laws from the smallest affecting our physical life and the greatest affecting our 
soul based life are all based on love - It makes logical sense to get an education in love, and in 
particular, God's Love. 
Questions: Am I going to be my real self? - Am I going to have a relationship with God? - Am I 
going to connect to the other half of myself? - Everyone treats these questions as optional, but all of 
these questions must be answered in the long term, and God's Laws dictate that this is so.
Why "Understand God's Loving Laws": God's Laws are an expression of God's Love & state 
God's Intentions - God's Laws educate us about God's definition of love - God's Laws demonstrate 
to us where pain and suffering comes from.

Benefits of Understanding God's Law 
Understanding God becomes possible 
A relationship with God becomes possible 
I gain an education about Love 
My redemption and transformation
becomes possible 
I understand the causes of my current
condition and pain 
I develop faith in God, God's Goodness
and God's Creations 
I gain an understanding of God's Truth 
I now understand what makes myself and
others happy 
I have the potential to use my will
positively to bring happiness to myself
and others 
My life is governed only by the highest
laws and I continuously benefit from
engaging the highest laws 

Results of Not Understanding God's Law 
Understanding God is not possible
A relationship with God is not possible
I remain uneducated about Love
My redemption and transformation is not 
possible
I remain confused as to the causes of my
current condition and pain
I remain without faith in God, God's
Goodness and God's Creations
I do not understand God's Truth
(since God's Laws are God's Truth)
I do not understand the causes of my own
unhappiness and the unhappiness of
others
I do not understand how to live a
complete, fulfilling and happy life
My life is limited by the fundamental Laws
and I cannot experience the benefit of
engaging higher laws

Conclusion: During the week, focus on principles and the application of principles - Make time and
spend time seeing how these principles can be applied in daily life - Are we here to Love, or just 
talk about Love? - Most participants still need to question their own will to Love - Needing to 
continually raise the same issues is an indication of lack of will
___
Fundamental Facts (20161119-1030-1030-jesus-dt-agp-leugll--Fundamental Facts--en-outline)
God - God is an infinite entity who existed before the Universe itself - God has Personality, 
Characteristics, Attributes, Nature and Desires - Each attribute is completed and perfected in God
Each attribute is not God, but only a part of God - God is Love, but Love is not God, but rather an 
Attribute of God - God is Truth, but Truth is not God, but rather an Attribute of God - God is Law, 
but Law is not God, but rather an Attribute of God - God is Will, but Will is not God, but rather an 
Attribute of God - Love, Truth, Law and Will are only parts of God - God's full personality, 
attributes, character, nature and desires are infinite - 
God's Universe: God's Universe Diagram
circle 1: God's Character - Attributes & Desires includes circle 2: God's  Principles of Law 
includes circle 3: God's Laws includes this circle 4: God's Creations - The Universe - Non-
Living Matter - Living Creatures - The Human Soul 



God's Principles - Properties of God's Principles - God's Principles form a framework for Law
Each law governed by the principles automatically achieve the goals and objectives of
the principles - God's Principles can be grouped into classes for the purpose of examination
Groups of God's Principles
Foundation principles: Love – Truth – Economy – Function – Life - Permanence – Development 
– Scope 
Order principles: Hierarchy – Governance - Responsibility – Compensation 
Soul specific principles: Will – Desire - Redemption – Transformation

God's Laws  - Properties of God's Laws
Self-Maintaining Creations of God - Governed by God's Principles - Driven by God's Character, 
Attributes and Desires - Powered by God's Energy - Provide loving consequences (in the form of 
benefits) when they are obeyed - Provide loving consequences (in the form of correction) when they
are disobeyed  
Facts about God's Laws
Fact : Potentially an infinite number of God's Laws exist
Consequence: Detailed discussion and understanding of the individual operations of each law is 
difficult and very time consuming unless God has provided a simple way of understanding them
- Humans will be in a process of eternal discovery of God's Laws, and human understanding of 
God's Laws currently is very limited, rudimentary and unsophisticated - The discussion of 
individual laws is not an economical use of our time, energy or resources. It becomes impossible to 
discuss in any detail any single law within our 34 hour programme
Fact: New laws are created every moment
Consequence:  You will learn how this is possible during the week. We cannot discuss each law at 
the speed that each new law is being created. The irony is that the more we discuss each law the 
farther we get behind in knowing all of the laws.
Fact:  Understanding God's Principles and God's Laws requires understanding God's Character, 
Nature and Personality
Consequence: The secret to understanding law is to be able to feel God's Personality, Character, 
Nature and Attributes, and see how these parts of God form the Governing Principles of God's Laws
Even intellectually, it is far more productive to discuss the Governing Principles of God's Laws than
to discuss God's Laws themselves
Fact: Understanding God's Laws requires following "God's Way"
Consequence: A person who does not follow God's Way will not be able to emotionally or 
intellectually grasp the important and fundamental details of the Principles governing God's Laws, 
or the operations of the laws themselves.
Unless humans are transformed at the soul level the mind's intellectual capacity, and the soul's 
emotional capacity remains limited, finite, and illogical, unable to understand God's infinite 
Wisdom, God's Principles or God's Laws
Fact: God's Laws are complex, intricate and mathematically defined
Consequence: God's Laws have intricate relationships between each other - God's Laws by nature 
have complex mathematical definitions and structure and form the fundamental scientific truth of 
the universe
Fact: God's Laws cannot be broken 
Consequence: Humans can attempt to rebel against God's Law but the rebellion will not be 
successful and they cannot exist outside of God's Law or outside of the laws natural workings
Fact: Jesus & Mary have spent 2000 years examining God's Laws and the Principles guiding Laws 
Consequence: It is impossible to transfer their knowledge to attendees in a 34 hour programme - It 
is impossible to transmit a soul based understanding of law to people who are just beginning the 
process of transformation - The examples provided in this programme are not preferred examples, 
but rather are examples geared towards human's current limited understanding.



Comments from Our Spirit Friends
"The audience must beware of attempts to intellectualise and categorise law. The sum total of Law 
is infinitely greater than the parts Jesus will be able to explain to you in the time he has available.
"God's Laws have intricate workings, and it cannot be assumed that the small amount of principles 
Jesus shares with you for the purpose of beginning your awakening to the understanding of God's 
Loving Laws are a complete discussion, or even anything more than a brief introduction on the 
subject.
"God's Design of Law is far too complex to explain to the audience in their current condition. As 
they grow towards God far more will become clear and more truth will be understood. Jesus has 
created this group to hopefully inspire you on the path of discovering God's Laws, and to 
demonstrate to you the wealth of Truth that God has available to those who seek for it."
Conclusion
Principles to be discussed - We shall outline the definition, objectives, application, what the 
principle reveals about God, and give some examples of laws are governed by these principles.
Each discussion is a very basic presentation of the subject - Each presentation is designed to give 
very basic factual truth about each principle and inspire further exploration of the subject. - There 
are many more principles that we could discuss that we do not have time to discuss in the program.
Engage the program with consideration and enthusiasm - I will be on time for all of the sessions
I will participate in all of the sessions - I will engage the homework and prepare my questions for 
each session - This session: Foundation Principles - We are going to continue the "Foundation 
Principles" for 2 days
Summary 
Fundamental facts include: God is an infinite entity - God's Personality, Characteristics, Attributes 
& Desires govern God's Principles - God's Principles of Law govern God's Laws - God's Laws 
govern the creation itself - Billions of Laws exist - Understanding Law requires following "God's 
Way" & receiving God's Love
Questions Answered 00:04:17 Catherine Spence Is that how the saying "we live and move and 
have our being in him" came about? 00:05:03 Alex Mrnak Is the New Age thinking about 
everything being God somehow true? 00:08:18 Alisa Troitskaya Will trying to deny or rebel against
God enable us to get out of God? 00:08:35 Alisa Troitskaya If a spirit is in the 6th sphere and still 
denying God, is the spirit living an illusion? 00:20:55 Peter Lytton-Hitchins Does every law have 
every principle within it? 00:22:40 Alex Mrnak Whenever we don't obey God's Laws does it feel 
like everything is working against us? 00:36:08 Barbara McNair Are you saying that God created 
the potential for new laws and that our own soul condition creates the new law, or is it that God 
literally creates new laws? 00:38:23 Eva Lindberg Is creation of laws exponential, with laws being 
created in ever faster amounts?
---
Fundamental Facts Q&A - Questions Answered 20161119-1130
00:01:11 Luli Faber Do different laws have different parts of God's Personality in them? If so, could
you give some examples? 00:01:51 Luli Faber When you become at-one with God, is that when you
are now living in harmony with all of God's Laws? 00:02:46 Luli Faber Is God growing and 
changing? If so, how does this fit with each attribute being complete and perfect? 00:04:14 Eloisa 
Lytton-Hitchins How did God come into existence? 00:04:19 Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins How was God 
created? 00:05:29 Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins Are there infinite principles like infinite laws? Are all 
laws pre-made? 00:08:29 Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins When a new sphere was created did you have an 
opportunity to see its creation? 00:10:00 Courtney Pool As the universe existed so long before 
humans, was God planning all along to create everything primarily for the human soul as God's 
Highest Creation? 00:11:33 Nicky Primetica Can we use the feelings we have already received from
God (e.g. love) as an internal "measurement stick" to understand God's Principles & Laws with 
continued experimentation? 00:14:08 Monique De Martin Why would it be hard to conceptualise or
feel God having personality, characteristics, attributes, and desires? 00:18:30 Lani Reid How are 



new laws created every moment? Can you please give and example and how they are under the 
umbrella of existing laws? 00:21:06 Lani Reid Do new creations have the same properties as their 
constituent parts? 00:21:50 Karen Henry Why are they called "Foundation Principles"? Could you 
expand on the definition and qualities of Foundation Principles? 00:25:07 Pierre Joseph Is your 
understanding of God's Laws & Principles a result of God's Gifts that come with the reception of 
God's Love or is it the exercise of your desire in that direction? 00:29:54 Pierre Joseph Do all 
celestial spirits have the same desires?
Fundamental Facts Q&A - 20161105-1130
Questions Answered  00:01:06 Glenn Kelly Is our soul an infinite entity like God's Soul is, and 
can the human soul become an infinite entity? 00:03:09 David Ryan Are more of God's Principles 
being created? 00:06:50 Teresa French How do we prove that God is infinite rather than just being 
really big? 00:09:14 Anna Skevik How are self maintaining creations of God driven by God's 
Character, Attributes & Desires, and powered by God's Energy? 00:12:07 Anna Skevik Why are 
new laws created? 00:13:26 Rita Hogel What laws & principles apply when a freak accident 
happens?00:16:10 Natalie Mann Do God's Principles become our nature as we live in harmony with
them? 00:17:41 Natalie Mann Why don't most persons have many principles? 00:19:51 Natalie 
Mann Why do we judge our current poor character and flaws? 00:20:37 Natalie Mann When our 
nature becomes more like God's Nature is it a permanent change? 00:22:20 Denis Langmead How 
does our finite nature allow us to understand the infinite nature of God? 00:25:02 Thalia Skopellos 
What are some of the examples of God's new creations? 00:26:00 Thalia Skopellos How does God 
communicate through math? 00:29:09 Julie Cameron Is it only God who can create new laws? 
00:31:28 Julie Cameron Can we only create something within God's Laws? 00:33:47 Igor 
Shakhanov Can humans create a law like God does? 00:35:58 Michael Bailey Are there much 
smaller divisions of laws which I can be sensitive to? 00:37:58 Sherry Webster Do spiritual laws 
also have mathematical expression? 00:38:52 Sherry Webster Do we have a capacity to understand 
mathematical expression of different laws? 00:40:48 Sherry Webster Do celestial spirits need to 
have a special interest of love of mathematics? 00:41:26 Sherry Webster Do Jesus & Mary 
understand many of the mathematical things?
___
Love & Truth Principle
Jesus briefly summarizes God's Principles of Love & Truth that govern the operation of God's 
Laws, gives examples of the way these principles are built into God's Laws, and answers
audience questions about the principles.
Summary: Love principles envelop God's Love around each creation, principle and law ensuring:
Love governs all principles - Love is enforced, compelled and upheld - All creation experiences 
God's Love in different degrees - All creation demonstrates and facilitates the flow of God's 
principled love - The human soul can enter a love based relationship with God
Definition (What the principles are): The law shall be love and uphold love - The law enforces and 
compels love - The law demonstrates and facilitates the understanding of love - The law is 
compassionate
Objectives: To ensure all creation experiences the expression of God's Love - To ensure the human 
soul learns about the availability of God's Personal Love - To ensure the survival of all creation 
collectively - To ensure loving order in all creation
Application (The creation and laws affected): Every law - All matter living and non-living
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God's great desire is for all of His creation to be 
loved - God's Love is the highest governing principle of the Universe - God feels Love is more 
important than all other things
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity: Lovingly promotes an environment that 
results in my being able to fearlessly express myself and enjoy my life.
Aerodynamics: Gives me a possible experience which exceeds my gravity bound state resulting in 
enhanced joy and amazing wonder.



Law of Compensation: Compensation lets me know when love has been upheld or compromised by 
my attitudes, emotions, thoughts or actions.
Law of Forgiveness: Compassion is demonstrated to me if I am repentant by allowing forgiveness 
for unloving emotions, feelings, thoughts and actions taken, even when I cannot correct all of the 
effects of what I have done.
Conclusion: Love principles: Are impossible for humans to apply fully without receiving God's 
Love - Ensure purposeful existence and happiness for all creation - Are principles most frequently 
opposed and ignored by humans - Are the principles we have been teaching
_
Truth principles 
Summary: Truth principles envelop God's Truth around each creation, principle and law ensuring:
Truth is inseparably joined with Love as the highest of all principles - Truth is enforced and 
compelled - All creation lives within the framework of mathematical, scientific, spiritual and 
emotional fact - Precision and certainty in the fabric and framework of creation
Definition (What the principles are): The law shall be God's Truth - The law shall expose God's 
Truth and uphold God's Truth - The law is the spiritual, emotional, scientific and mathematical fact
- The law is the fabric and framework of creation - The law enforces and compels truth
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): To ensure all creation experiences God's Truth
- To ensure the human soul learns God's Truth - To provide a fixed framework for the operation of 
Love – To provide dependable and predictable law
Application (The creation and laws affected): Every law -  All matter living and non-living 
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): Reveals God's great desire is for all of His creation
to be in harmony with Truth - God's Truth is the framework for the expression of Love - God feels 
Truth and Love are indivisible
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity: Is scientifically measurable and 
mathematically defined so that I can use the law with knowledge and certainty in my activities and 
life - Aerodynamics:  The law defines the primary conditions for flight, and once understood, I can 
build a device which engages the facts in order to fly - Physical properties of elements & 
substances: All matter has individual characteristics and properties, and each element of
the same kind will exhibit the same properties and react the same way under specific circumstances.
Each substance of the same kind exhibits the same "truth" - Law of Attraction: Exposes to me the 
truth of my own condition by attracting circumstances and situations that expose the truth about my 
condition. Once I know my condition, I can see the causes for the events I attract - Physical illness 
in the human bodies: If I am ill, the truth principles in the Law of Compensation, the Law of
Cause and Effect, and the Law of Attraction work together to expose that I am attempting to 
emotionally deny a truth about love (whether it be love of self, other half, others or the 
environment).
Conclusion - Truth principles: Are impossible for humans to understand without receiving God's 
Love - Ensure existence, harmony and predictability for all creation - Ensure fearlessness, security 
and safety for all creation - Are principles most frequently opposed and ignored by humans - Are 
the principles we have been teaching.
Questions About: Love Principles: What the principles are - Why the principles are applied to law 
- The creation and laws affected by the principles - What the principles reveal about God - 
Examples of the principles' applications in law.
Truth Principles: (the same)
Questions Answered (group: 20161105-1210): 00:15:19 Robert Griffiths: Does engaging 
Forgiveness begin a chain of events correcting effects that I cannot personally correct? 00:37:23 
Natalie Mann: Are God's Laws predictable to generate an emotion of trust in humans? 00:38:33 
Natalie Mann: Comment regarding Laws of Gravity 00:43:58 Loise White: Why are Love & Truth 
the highest principles? 00:47:41 Diana Marshall: Are Love Principles naturally enforced and 
compelled by the compensatory actions of God's Laws? 00:50:58 Diana Marshall: How do 
principles work in the combination of laws? 00:52:02 Natalie Mann: Is only the human soul able to 



experience God's Personal Love? 00:53:34: Deidre Amos: How is the objective "To ensure all 
creation experiences the expression of God's Love" possible if man kind destroys one of God's 
Creations? 00:55:48: Dave Robinson How does the law enforce and compel Love? 00:59:03: Dave 
Robinson Please compare human and God's motivation while enforcing laws? 01:00:35: Jane Stein: 
Is God's Truth a substance like God's Love that can be received into the human soul? 01:06:53: Jane
Stein: What do you mean by the objective "God's Truth provides a fixed framework for the 
operation of Love"?
Questions Answered (group: 20161119-1210): 00:45:46 Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins: If "truth and love
are enforced and compelled" do we get to a point where it feels impossible to do anything but love 
and be truthful? 00:48:40 Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins: Since those in their first incarnation have not 
developed love, when they act out of harmony with love, do they feel less pain? 00:51:02 Eloisa 
Lytton-Hitchins: You said "All creation demonstrates and facilitates the flow of God's Principled 
Love." Can you please explain what "Principled Love" is? 00:54:39 Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins: Is 
principled love more in line with God's Love and personal love more in line with natural love?
00:56:19 Karen Henry: How does non-living matter experience God's Love? 00:59:23 Questions
Truth Principles 00:59:55 Nicky Primetica: Are the Truth Principles applied to law to lead us all 
ultimately to love and God's Love if we seek it? 01:03:19 Pierre Joseph: Can you explain how 
"God's Truth is the framework for the expression of love?" 01:05:22 Pierre Joseph: Can God 
measure love mathematically? 01:05:40 Pierre Joseph: Why is that Truth Principles seem easier to 
grasp and understand than Love Principles? Has it to do with our emotion of rebellion against love?
_
Life & Development Principles
Jesus briefly summarizes God's Principles of Life & Development that govern the operation of 
God's Laws, gives examples of the way these principles are built into God's Laws, and answers 
audience questions about the principles
Life Principles
Summary: Life principles transfer God's Life Force to each creation, principle and
law ensuring: Life energy from God to be given to living creatures - Life energy is transferred 
during pro-creation - Life is promoted, nurtured, respected and sustained - Imbalance is prevented 
and repaired - Matter that "dies" is transformed to promote life
Definition (What the principles are): The law shall allow God's Life Energy to enter creations - 
The law shall promote, nurture, respect, and sustain life - The law shall prevent and repair 
imbalance - The law shall transform death to promote life - The law shall allow for life to be given 
to creations
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): To ensure creation, life, survival and balance
- To ensure matter will constantly change in order to support life - To ensure survival before 
engagement of higher laws is enabled by ensuring that knowledge of the higher law is obtained 
before using the law - To allow living creations to pro-create or replicate
Application (The creation and laws affected): Every law -  All matter living and non-living 
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God loves life and created life - God promotes, 
nurtures, respects, values and sustains life - God feels that life is precious and sacred - God wants us
to know the higher laws before we use them
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity: Creates an atmosphere, and prevents 
creatures requiring that atmosphere from leaving the atmosphere due to physical centrifugal forces.
Aerodynamics: Requires knowledge (instinctual or obtained by investigation) of the law before 
flight can be obtained and prevents accidental engagement of the law without understanding 
principles – Compensation: Prevents the degradation of a soul to the point that the soul cannot 
sustain its own life - Earth systems: The earth's systems can maintain themselves and work to 'right'
themselves (repair itself, regain equilibrium) even under extreme pressure (pollution etc) from other
forces - Human bodies: The human body has millions of automatic inbuilt correcting, detoxifying 
and eliminating systems that enable us to maintain life even under severe hardship or physical and 
emotional strain.



Conclusion - Life principles: Allow any creation to receive God's Life Force and then be able to 
supply that life force through its own pro-creative ability. Life principles also ensure that life 
remains sacred and that all mechanisms are created to support and sustain life.
Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose life principles including: War, abortion, health care, eating meat, pollution, fear of emotions,
fear of death, etc.
__
Development Principles
Summary: Development principles allow each creation, principle and law to evolve, grow and 
change positively ensuring: Expansive change is forced upon all matter - Growth is supported, 
encouraged and sustained - Positive development and evolution occurs for all matter - Increasing 
capacities can develop within all creation - Self-determination of the human soul
Definition (What the principles are): The law shall force expansive change upon all matter
- The law shall enforce, support, encourage and sustain growth - The law shall support, encourage 
and sustain development and evolution - The law shall support adaptation to different environments
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): To ensure an enhanced condition of love 
develops over time - To ensure the entire universe and all creatures never remain stagnant - To 
ensure increasing capacities within all creation - To allow self-determination in the human - To 
allow life to adapt to harmful environments created by the human
Application (The creation and laws affected): Every law -  All matter living and non-living 
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God loves, desires and enjoys the growth and 
development of His creations - God has an expansive and generous nature - God is a parent who 
delights in the expansive growth and joy of the human - God values and encourages the 
development of all creatures - God is not motivated to punitively or arbitrarily restrict His Creations
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity: Gravity's existence allows my 
investigation and development in all forms of endeavour while remaining safe and secure -
Aerodynamics: Knowledge of the law allows enhanced forms of travel and experiences (i.e. growth 
and development in my ability to move around) - Human bodies: Sperm and egg. Woman's womb 
supports the environment of development. Allows reflexes and instinct to develop – Compensation:
This law encourages me when I'm out of harmony with law to get into harmony with law by 
encouraging me to develop and change - Design and development of the universe: The entire 
universe allows positive and negative development, but supports and encourages positive 
development only – Transformation: The principle of development supports the complete 
transformation of the human into a different creature upon the reception of Divine Love.
Conclusion - Development principles: Allow any creation to develop and change by ensuring that 
the mechanisms for change and adaptation exist within the creation itself, and exist within the 
controlling laws. Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and 
actions that oppose development principles including: Being attached to the past, nostalgic, 
opposing release of emotions, opposing resolution of interpersonal issues, opposing changes of 
family and friends, opposing experimentation, placing financial matters ahead of development, 
resisting emotional recognition of personal truth, restricting children's natural curiosity and 
experimentation, controlling outcomes and attempting to reduce the consequence of choices, etc
Questions About: (same “type”, as in other principles)
Questions Answered (group: 20161105-1350): 00:36:29 Patty Matthews: Does the Life Principle 
definition include life in the spirit and soul based forms? 00:41:34: Patty Matthews: Why does 
ageing and death occur in the physical body? 00:43:55 Patty Matthews: How does the soul cycle 
energy in the soul union state? 00:44:47 Patty Matthews: Can the soul in the aware union state form
many spirit and physical bodies? 00:47:11: Inger Appelgren: Is the life energy one and the same for 
all living creatures? 00:47:17 Inger Appelgren: Does the life energy enter the human soul and other 
living creations? 00:48:45 Inger Appelgren: Does the life energy enter the human via the soul, and 
for animals via the spirit body? 00:50:36 Shula Davies: Does God's Life Energy enter the human 
during conception or is it passed down from parents? 00:53:37 Deidre Amos: With the objective "to



allow life to adapt to harmful environments" why is it that cockroaches can survive harmful 
environments? 00:55:45 Deidre Amos:  Why are human attitudes towards God's creations so 
terrible? 00:56:56 Julie Cameron: Are the new laws constantly being created the work of God?
00:58:30 Julie Cameron.  Is it possible for the life force to be removed from the human soul?
Questions Answered (group: 20161119-1350): 00:43:27 Kate Eckersall: Could you explain or 
give an example of how fear of emotions opposes Life Principles? 00:46:39 Mary: Example: How 
suppressing emotions or living in fear effects creation around us 00:47:48 Alice Rosenbloom: An 
example of the Law of Compensation given is that it prevents degradation of a soul to the point that 
the soul cannot sustain its own life. How is that accomplished? 00:53:12 Pierre Joseph:  To be in 
harmony with Life Principles, should everything we create be self-maintaining and repairing?
00:57:25 Pierre Joseph: Does God supply us with His Life Force only at the time of our conception 
or all the time? If He stops, do we die? 01:01:56 David Raizman: So do you mean that the 
mechanisms for change though created within me only exist as a potential due to free will, and not 
an inbuilt function? 01:05:22 Fab Tolli: Does the Development Principle force change in all 
creation even if our desire is to avoid change? 01:08:50 Mary: Questions from 6th sphere spirit
Without desire to change doesn't degradation automatically occur due to disharmony with 
Development? And isn't degradation a change and therefore in harmony with Development?
__
Economy & Function Principles
Economy Principles
Summary: Economy principles ensure that each creation and law economically uses resources by 
ensuring: The equal value of resources (time, matter and energy) - The economical use of resources 
to create function - The automation of laws and creations (no external maintenance) - Economy is 
incorporated within creation and law
Definition (What the principles are): The law shall consider time, matter and energy as resources of
equal value - The law shall utilise all resources economically - The law shall be automatic and does 
not require external maintenance - The law shall be incorporated within the creation itself - The law
shall benefit all creation
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): To ensure all resources combined are treated 
with equal value - To ensure all resources combined are utilised efficiently for abundance - To 
ensure all systems are sustaining, self-maintaining and self-repairing - To ensure the individual 
creature is supported by creation collectively - To ensure humans understand benefits of collective 
economy
Application (The creation and laws affected): Every law -  All matter living and non-living 
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God feels time, matter and energy are equally 
valuable - God feels economy and abundance are mutually inclusive - God feels economy results in 
abundance for all creatures - God's economy is not motivated by a feeling of lack - God feels that 
love does not waste anything (we can think about this in terms of physical creation but also in terms
of emotional and spiritual experiences) - God focuses on the real benefit rather than any short term 
"satisfaction"
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity: One law has the same benefit to all living 
creatures -  Aerodynamics: Knowing the higher law results in more economical use of time, energy 
and resources to accomplish larger outcomes (particularly if we redesigned the vehicle to have more
loving energy sources and operation would result in no roads or destruction to environment through 
transportation) -  Automation: Instinct built into each living creature. Default operation built into all
matter. e.g. Breathing; living organisms do not require decisions to breath – Decomposition:  A 
decomposing tree creates fertile ground to sustain more life, food for insects, birds, animals and 
other living elements of the system, a pocket of light that allows smaller trees that were previously 
shaded to grow.
Conclusion - Economy principles: Ensure all laws and creations economically use, and treat of 
equal value, all resources of time, energy and matter. Economy principles ensure that no resource is 
wasted, and that abundance exists naturally within the universe.



Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose economy principles including: Placing financial matters ahead of time, matter and energy, 
creating without consideration for future resource usage, creating without concern for creatures that 
live afterwards, watering gardens, using chemicals that destroy, selfishly valuing my personal 
resources over the resources of others, etc.
Function Principles
Summary: Function principles ensure that each creation and law has many functional purposes by 
ensuring: The equal value of outcomes (results, beauty, and the use of resources of time, matter and 
energy) - Each law and creation has multiple functions that are automatically fulfilled - The 
economical use of resources to create multi-functionality - The automation of function and outcome
- Creation itself instinctively "desires" to fulfil all outcomes
Definition (What the principles are): The law shall quantify the economical use of resources (time, 
matter and energy), the obtained results, and beauty as outcomes of equal value - The law shall 
ensure all outcomes are automatically fulfilled - The law shall ensure creation itself instinctively 
"desires" to fulfil all outcomes
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): To ensure all outcomes combined are treated 
with equal value -  To ensure all outcomes combined are fulfilled - To ensure each creation itself 
fulfils all outcomes - To ensure each creation supports a system that fulfils all outcomes
Application (The creation and laws affected): Every law -  All matter living and non-living 
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God feels the only purpose of law is to create and 
enhance function – God sees no point in creating without function or for beauty only - God feels 
beauty is an inviolable part of loving function - God enjoys function and beauty as mutually 
inclusive - God creates function to inspire, satisfy, and increase the joy of the human soul
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity: Gravity keeps all unconnected matter 
sustained within an atmosphere, and the atmosphere itself is sustained by gravity (along with other 
substances) – Aerodynamics: While only recently enjoyed by the human itself, birds and other 
creatures (insects, etc) have engaged flight that benefits humans (e.g. fly, ant, bee) collectively, and 
inspired humans (e.g. bird of prey) to learn the law – Trees: Trees have a multitude of functions, 
which include assisting survival and the creation of a usable atmosphere, habitat, heating, oxygen 
generation, removal of carbon dioxide, soil production, water management, as well as smelling 
good, supplying calming energy, and being beautiful to look at for humans - Every human specific 
law:  Each human specific law has multiple functions of removing sin, causing transformation, as 
well as making the human itself feel, smell and look more beautiful.
Conclusion -  Function principles: Ensure all laws and creations have multiple functional purposes 
for their creation and existence, and treat of equal value, all resources of time, energy and matter, 
and all outcomes including function and beauty - Function principles ensure that each creation has 
multiple purposes and that each purpose benefits other creations.
Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose function principles including: Not valuing resources (time, matter and energy), the obtained 
results, and beauty equally, creating without function, creating for a single function, destroying the 
environment to create, creating products that cover over truth (e.g. makeup for women), etc.
Questions About: (...as in other principles)
Questions Answered (group: 20161105-1510): 00:36:17 Deidre Amos: If God feels that time, 
matter and energy are equally valued why do we feel so much pressure about time? 00:40:40 Deidre
Amos:  Did God create night and day, but humans create time? 00:42:41 Jane Stein:  Please explain 
how "God does not waste spiritual or emotional experiences" 00:48:12 Natalie Mann:  Can you 
explain how Economy & Function is incorporated within the human? 00:50:03 Natalie Mann: Is it 
emotions that prevent us from seeing resources equally? 00:52:49 Patty Matthews: Does God 
consider art to be functional? 01:01:55 Loise White: Can music be functional? 01:03:34 Arvarna 
Lowe: Are there any penalties for creating things without loving function? 01:04:38 David 
Raizman: How is God able to achieve a high level of consistency in automation? 01:08:21 Felix 



Hogel: What are considerations of making and using AI to have loving functionality? 01:09:53 
Felix Hogel: Are you saying that creating a robot will always have a loving purpose?
Questions Answered (group: 20161119-1350): 00:03:13 Phoebe Bruce: Could you please explain 
how a law can be self-maintaining? 00:07:15 Phoebe Bruce: Once God creates the law is everything
He sets up self-maintaining? 00:10:21 Luli Faber: Can you explain why time is of equal importance 
to energy and matter to God when God is an eternal being who has unlimited time? 00:13:34 Luli 
Faber: Is it possible to live in full harmony with Economy Principles on Earth? 00:15:21 Luli Faber:
If someone become at-one with God, do they suddenly manifest a new home that is alive? 00:18:16 
Luli Faber:  Does God have a different definition of what is alive? 00:19:36 Karen Pronk: How can 
I waste an emotional or spiritual experience? 00:21:46 Karen Pronk: How can we determine 
beforehand which emotional experiences are wasting time? 00:25:24 Anna MacDonald: Does this 
mean a business run according to God's Principles will automatically be successful? 00:26:07 Anna 
MacDonald: What does business success look like from God's perspective? 00:30:05 Pierre Joseph: 
How did humans develop a feeling of lack in such an abundant universe? 00:32:59 Mary: Do we 
live in lack because we ignore truth and live in a state of fear? 00:34:24 Alice Rosenbloom: Can 
you please give an example of creating without function or for a single function and creating to 
serve multiple purposes? 00:46:18 Luli Faber: Can you give some examples of the instinctive desire
that creation has to fulfil its outcomes? 00:50:48 Karen Henry: If our creations are not in harmony 
with the Function Principles are they then unloving and do God's Laws work to destroy them?
__
Permanence Principles
Summary: Permanence principles mean that all creation can rely on permanent
law by ensuring: Laws are unchangeable, consistent, permanent, and self-enforcing - Laws are 
structured, verifiable and mathematical - Laws are measurable, quantifiable and observable - 
Creation has safety and predictability in the universe
Definition (What the principles are): The law shall be unchangeable, consistent and permanent -
The law shall be structured, verifiable and mathematical - The law's results shall be measurable, 
quantifiable and observable
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): To promote faith & trust in the Creator, Love, 
Truth, the environment & life - To create stability and predictability in God's Universe - To  
promote discovery, experimentation, education & learning - To prevent negotiation, manipulation, 
and intentional misuse of the law - To allow intelligent creatures to consistently and reliably create -
To enable discovery of individual truths via a large variety of fields of enquiry
Application (The creation and laws affected): Every law -  All matter living and non-living 
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God's Love & Truth is consistent and permanent, 
verifiable & unchangeable - God feels that Love must be consistent and permanent - God desires 
humans to discover truth through their desires - God is fixed and unmovable, unable to be 
manipulated, lied to or fooled - God feels the same for all creations of the same type - God wants to 
be trusted
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity: Gravity is consistent for the environment 
which allows for my security and safety in taking actions with predictability.– Aerodynamics: The 
higher law, once known and understood, can be reliably, consistently, mathematically, safely and 
securely engaged– Fibonacci numbers in nature: As an artist (proportion, people, placement of 
objects, etc) - As a scientist (rotation of leaf placement photosynthesis efficiency etc) - As a 
cosmologist (design of galaxies, efficient distribution of energy) - As a marine biologist (efficient 
design and strength of living space – shells) - As a botanist (design of plants etc) / Cause and effect:
Every effect of the same kind has the same cause - Human soul: Changes in my soul are measurable
and repeatable
Conclusion -  Permanence principles: Ensure all laws are unchangeable, consistent, permanent, and
self-enforcing and that creations can rely upon this fact. Permanence principles ensure that all 
creations of the same type function in the same manner so that function is certain.



Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose permanence principles including:  suggesting that love varies itself under different 
circumstances - believing all law is a "process of negotiation" - believing I can manipulate the law - 
feeling if no one is watching then laws are not enforced - feeling that I have a "special case or 
circumstance" to avoid law - believing that only actions can be governed - believing that superiority
absolves me of certain law - believing that circumstances dictate whether to obey law - believing 
that financial considerations allow for disobedience - believing freedom means being able to ignore 
or break law - resisting growing faith based upon previous experience - suggesting that there is no 
such thing as absolute truth, etc
Fields of Enquiry Diagram: Circle with “fact”, towards it are arrows from these different words: 
Science, Truth, Maths, Music, Metaphysics, Art, History, Personal experience, Love
Permanence Comparison (table): 
God's Concept
God never varies the operation of Love under 
any circumstance 
God's Laws cannot be negotiated with and are 
always consistently enforced
God's Laws cannot be manipulated or appealed 
to 
God's Laws are self-enforcing and always 
observe the attitudes, feelings & actions
God's Laws always operate and the effect is 
guaranteed in all circumstance  
God's Laws operate upon the attitude & feeling 
and action of the individual 
God's Laws operate without partiality, and 
absolve no-one 
God's Laws require obedience in all 
circumstances 
God's Laws do not consider financial 
circumstances at all 
God's Laws cannot be ignored and state that true
freedom for all requires living in harmony with 
the laws of Love 

Human Concept
Humans suggests that love varies itself under
different circumstances
Humans believe all law is a "process of 
negotiation" with the law enforcer
Humans believe they can manipulate the law 
enforcer
Humans feel if no one is watching, then laws are
not enforced
Humans feel that they have a "special case or
circumstance" to avoid law
Humans believe that only actions should be 
governed
Humans believe that superiority absolves them 
of certain law
Humans believe that circumstances dictate 
whether to obey law
Humans believe that financial considerations 
allow for disobedience
Humans believe freedom means being able to
ignore or break law

Questions About: (...as in other principles)
Questions Answered (group: 20161106-1100): Questions Answered
00:52:25 David Ryan. The Development Principles say laws develop, but Permanence Principles 
say laws are unchangeable. Can you please clarify? 00:55:42 Felix Hogel: If the human creates in 
harmony with God's Principles, is the creation always permanent? 00:56:38 Christine Thorley:
How do God's Laws operate on human soul attitudes, thoughts, emotions and actions? 01:01:38 
Christine Thorley: Are all laws expressed by mathematical equations? 01:04:26 Natalie Mann:  
Asks a question that Jesus dismisses as selfish 01:04:48 Natalie Mann: Does every effect of the 
same kind have the same cause in all circumstances? 01:05:06 Natalie Mann: Can doctors who do 
not believe in God find the true causes of problems? 01:06:37 Natalie Mann: Are scientists 
prevented from discovering absolute truth?
Questions Answered (group: 20161120-1220): 00:09:40 Fab Tolli. This principle applies to every 
one of God's Creations. Can you please give examples with things that can't be seen like frequencies
and sound waves? 00:15:44 Wayne Shaw:  Can the law's results be measured, quantified, and 
observed with our current knowledge of maths? 00:21:04 Laura Tolli: So how can a spirit or person 
tell that we have released an emotion? 00:25:10 Phoebe Bruce: If God feels love is permanent, is it 



possible for a human to love someone or thing and stop, or does that mean they never loved them in
the first place? 00:27:00 Phoebe Bruce: Is it possible for human to love something then stop?
00:28:36 Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins: If "God desires humans to discover truth through their desires", 
how does this relate to consistency? 00:29:44 Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins: So the law is permanent but 
my desire is the thing that comes and goes? 00:30:49 Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins: So does a strong more
consistent desire cause us to live in more harmony with Permanence? 00:31:22 Eloisa Lytton-
Hitchins: Could you please explain more about will (current soul state) and desire (aspired to future 
state) and how that effects future events? 00:32:24 Kerry Foley: Does every effect of the same kind 
have the exact same cause, the same unloving action and/or suppressed emotion in every single 
person? 00:35:31 Kerry Foley: So with the example of different shoulder injuries, do they all have 
different causes? 00:36:04 Luli Faber: How do Permanence Principles fit with the fact that new 
laws are being created all the time? 00:39:23 Sandra Tuszynska: What is true obedience and is it 
possible to obey God's Laws without having received God's Love? Can we obey without 
understanding in our soul? 00:42:05 Sandra Tuszynska: So did God know that humans would create
the mobile phone? 00:43:57 Sandra Tuszynska: So we are often not aware that we are obeying laws 
even when we are? 00:45:04 Patricia Sanders: How do the Permanence Principles apply to our souls
since obviously our soul does change?
_
Human Law Comparison
Reasons For Comparing Human Law with God's Laws
My personal pain: Since childhood I have been exposed only to parent and societal law - I have now
developed attitudes towards law that come from the childhood experience - I have attitudes to God's
Law which cause me much heartache and pain - I have the same attitude towards God's Laws that I 
have towards human law - I need to examine my attitude to God's Laws if I wish to become happy  
Comparison allows me to examine problematic soul based issues: If I compare God's Laws and 
human law, I have a chance to identify my own soul based emotional injuries which prevent me 
from engaging God's Laws
God's Laws
1- The law maker is also the law enforcer and 
fully enforces obedience to every law 

Human Laws
1- The law maker is usually not the law enforcer
or policing officer, and the law enforcer is not 
able to fully enforce obedience to any law 
created

2- The law maker and enforcer is infinitely and 
always aware, perfect and infallible 

2- The law maker and/or law enforcers have 
little awareness, are able to fail, and are 
imperfect

3- Laws are created by the law maker only to 
benefit all creation 

3- Laws created with mixed and often 
unpredictable benefits, sometimes for the benefit
of all creatures, or only for the benefit of the 
human, the law maker, the law enforcer or the 
police

4- Laws created to maintain survivability, 
growth, and transformation of all matter and 
living creatures within the Universe 

4- Laws primarily created for the purpose of 
being a deterrent and to enforce punishment 
upon the law breaker and to discourage the most
disobedient 

5- Laws operate whether the creation is aware or
not 

5- Laws operate only if the law enforcer is 
aware and willing to enforce the law

6- Laws operate on the "heart", soul, attitude, 
character, thoughts and emotions of the
human, and the action taken 

6- Laws operate only on the action taken, and 
then only if the action is observed, processed 
and enforced, by the law enforcer



7- Laws operate consistently under all 
circumstances with no exceptions 

7- Laws operate differently in each country and 
are inconsistently applied according to wealth, 
social status or position, race, gender, 
nationality, and hundreds of other variable 
factors

8- Each law has loving penalties if disobeyed, 
and loving rewards when obeyed 

8- Each law usually only has penalties when 
disobeyed, and then only if disobedience is 
observed, processed and enforced, by the law 
enforcer

9- The penalties and rewards are loving, 
consistent and predictable 

9- Many penalties are unloving. Obedience is 
rarely rewarded. The results are usually 
unpredictable.

10- Each law deals with and addresses both the 
cause (relating to why the human used their will 
to disobey or obey the law) and the effect (the 
fact that the human did so use their will
in a loving or unloving manner) 

10- Law only deals with disobedience, and then 
does not fully address the effect but rather only 
provides "punishment" or "penalties" to act as a 
deterrent to further disobedience and force 
obedience. Does not address the cause of any 
action, and does not reward
loving action.

Results: Comparing God's Laws with human law reveals: humans are "drunk" on their own 
perception of law - humans see God's Law similarly to how they see human law - humans impose 
their perception of human laws on God's Laws - humans create a huge amount of pain and suffering
as a result of the "Human law "Hangover"”
Human attitude to law is compromised because humans: are not able to fully enforce obedience to 
any law created - have little awareness, are able to fail, and are imperfect - create laws with mixed 
and often unpredictable benefits - create laws for the purpose of being a deterrent and to enforce 
punishment - must observe disobedience and be willing to enforce the law - only penalize 
disobedient actions, and then only if the action is noticed by, caught by and willing to be enforced 
by other humans - create laws that operate differently in each country and are inconsistently applied
- according hundreds of variable factors - create laws with unloving penalties, obedience is rarely 
rewarded and the results are usually unpredictable - create law that only deals with disobedience, 
and then does not fully address the effect but rather only provides "punishment" or "penalties" to act
as a deterrent
We will discuss the "Human law Hangover" and how this affects every person in attendance
Summary: Human law comparison reveals: God's Laws are very different to human laws - Human 
resistance to God's Law is based upon the flawed viewpoints of love and truth that come from 
childhood parental and societal experiences - If I keep treating God's Laws like human laws I will 
continue to remain unhappy and in pain
Questions Answered (group: 20161106-1220):  00:13:36 Jadda Jessop: Is there a point for human 
laws to exist when God's Laws are operating constantly anyway? 00:16:19 Yvonne Joy Harris:
Can I emotionally dissociate my parents from God to stop putting my law hangover onto God?
00:27:13 Carol Parrett:  How do we make our way around human law while obeying God's Laws? 
00:30:08 Mary: Example: Breaking God's Laws, ethics and morality in order to "uphold" one of 
God's Laws 00:32:34 Dave Robinson: Is the penalty the same for the same kind of unloving thought
and unloving action? 00:35:08 Dave Robinson: What are the rewards for obeying God's Laws? 
00:40:49 Amber Love: Jesus dismisses interaction due to Amber making comments 00:41:14 Anna 
Skevik: How does God know everything about every human soul? 00:47:07 Felix Hogel: What is 
an example of God's Law addressing the effect of breaking or obeying the law? 00:48:10 Felix 
Hogel: Must I rely on God to address the all effects of my breaking of God's Laws?
00:48:43 Felix Hogel: Is repentance about me addressing the causes of my actions? 00:49:05 Raj 
Miles: Is there a collective community or national penalty aspect for breaking God's Laws?



00:49:58 Raj Miles: How are penalties applied to the community when agreeing to break God's 
Law? 00:50:34 Raj Miles: Can a whole community encounter a similar penalty for the breaking of 
God's Law? 00:51:15 Spirits through Mary: Is every community that experiences a great deal of 
pain and suffering experiencing a penalty? 00:52:39 Spirits through Mary: What happens to the 
communities and countries that sin a lot but still live in relative comfort? 00:54:55 Sherry Webster: 
What should we do if there is a conflict between God's Laws and human law? 00:56:15 Jennifer 
Heibloem: Can I ease the penalty of law by expressing gratitude or being of service?
Questions Answered (group: 20161120-1525): 00:28:41 Sandra Tuszynska: I am not noticing any
rewards for "good deeds" on earth but it seems that in the spirit world rewards appear faster?
00:30:42 Sandra Tuszynska: How do we feel God's Rewards for "good deeds" while on earth?
__
Scope Principles
Terms: 
- Creation includes any matter or creature from the smallest particle to the most complex living 
creation of the human soul
- Energy includes information, energy, emotion, thought, communication, relationship or interplay 
within or between creation
- Properties include all properties, characteristics, attributes, attractions, and restrictions of the 
creation itself
- Inbuilt Rules means a set of laws and potentials built into the creation itself that govern the 
creation's properties and energy
- External Rules means a set of laws and potentials created by creation combinations external to 
the individual creation itself that affect the creation's properties and energy
Summary: Scope principles guarantee creation is governed by law, and that new creations and laws
can exist, by ensuring: Inbuilt rules are placed within each creation (e.g. genetics) - Inbuilt rules 
determine the creation's potentials, energy flow and properties - External rules affect each creation's
properties and energy - External rules allow for expansion of each creation's properties and energy -
External rules allow for new laws and creations - External rules control the flow of energy between 
creations
Definition (What the principles are): 
All creation shall be governed by law - Inbuilt rules shall be inbuilt into each creation - Inbuilt rules
shall determine the creation's potentials - Inbuilt rules determine the energy flow and properties of 
the creation - New inbuilt rules are created when combined creations form a new creation - New 
inbuilt rules determine the energy flow and properties of the new creation - The energy flow shall 
be governed by inbuilt rules and external rules
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): To allow for the Universe to exist - 
To allow for simple and complex non-living and living creations to exist - To allow for energy flow 
between creations - To ensure that no creation is capable of anarchy - To allow for automation of 
processes, functions, properties and life
To allow for infinite combinations and permutations of: 
creation – new forms of creation - evolution and devolution - new inbuilt and external rules
To create and allow for: 
self-enforcing law - self-maintaining law - new higher laws - external rules governing all creation - 
internal rules governing individual creation - properties for each individual creation combination
Application (The creation and laws affected): Every law -  All matter living and non-living 
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God is extremely intelligent - 
God is a careful planner and designer - God is interested in allowing creation to communicate & 
gain knowledge - God wanted mutually beneficial relationships between various creations - God 
wanted no creation to exist independently - God wanted potentials to be governed by the creation 
itself - God made provisions for all new creations and laws - God wanted a self-maintaining 
Universe - God wanted no creation to experience complete separation from God - God wanted all 
devolution to result in further creation



Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity: Gravity is not actually a single law or 
phenomenon. As a law it is actually a combination of creations and laws which, when combined 
make a higher law. -  Aerodynamics: Aerodynamics is not actually a single law or phenomenon. 
As a law it is actually a combination of creations and laws which, when combined, make a higher 
law. It also involves many lower laws from a wide range of fields. -  Human bodies: A 
combination of laws and substances, which include the flow of energy system (life), made from a 
combination of elements (which are governed by their own laws), made from a combination of 
atomic and sub-atomic particles (which also are governed by their own laws), which are made from 
a specific combination of particles (themselves also governed by specific laws). In addition, some 
external creations (such as viruses, and bacteria) which exist as separate organisms governed by 
their own laws, exist within the body. Also, the body communicates with the controlling soul and 
spirit body through a set of laws, and has the potential to communicate with anything in the rest of 
the Universe through another set of external laws. Each system within the body is also governed by 
its own set of laws but these, in a healthy system, work harmoniously to complete the whole 
creation and function of the human body.
Conclusion: Scope principles: Determine the existence of the universe itself, everything within the 
universe, how everything communicates with all elements of the universe, how new creations and 
laws appear in the universe, and also the inbuilt soul based mechanisms via which the highest 
creation within the Universe is able to communicate with God.
Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose   scope   principles including: Creating objects and systems that work against the environment 
and require maintenance - Creating without understanding the laws governing the constituent 
elements of the creation (e.g. chemical genetic manipulation, anti-bacterial or viral medication etc)
- Creating 'medicines', 'solutions' or 'remedies' that deal only with effects (and don't consider the 
scope of what is occurring and why a 'symptom' exists) -  Attempting to overcome or interact with a
single law, or the effect of a single law, without considering the other laws that operate in unison 
with that law, etc
Questions About: (...as in other principles)
Questions Answered (group: 20161106-1350): 00:21:04 Alan Atkinson: Can human experiments 
change how God's Laws operate on the human body? 00:21:36 Alan Atkinson: Would people 
affected by human experiments have to deal with specific emotions? 00:28:42 Sherry Webster: 
Does the soul have a genetic structure? 00:29:00 Sherry Webster: Can human soul grow bigger than
what it was initially designed? 00:29:48 Sherry Webster: Does spirit body have a different genetic 
code to a physical body? 00:30:29 Sherry Webster: Is the spirit body more perfect than the physical 
body? 00:31:29 Sherry Webster: At the moment of conception are the soul, physical and spirit 
bodies all perfect creations? 00:32:17 Jennifer Heibloem: How does God's Love affect the human 
soul and bodies? 00:34:59 Patty Matthews: What creations does the Scope Principle effect? 
00:36:40 Shula Davies: Can the human soul expand without God's Love? 00:41:13 Felix Hogel: Do 
Scope Principles limit the chaos that humans attempt to create? 00:45:57 Hunter Lydon: As the 
human soul progresses do our inbuilt rules change? 00:48:17 Patty Matthews: Is Scope an infinite 
nest of concentric circles that is all creation? 00:52:42 Patty Matthews: Since God's Soul is an 
energy measuring system, do the Laws track all of the energy? 00:54:29 Tristan Miller: Are the 
Scope Principles what we will need to learn in order to create new things? 00:56:49 Denis 
Langmead: Do chemical reactions happen inside of our bodies when we choose to sin? 00:58:00 
Bruce Carrigan:  Are genetic imperfections held in the soul? 00:59:44 Bruce Carrigan: Can a child 
while in the human body correct their genetic imperfections? 01:02:43 Robert Griffiths: Is the soul 
able to devolve and what happens when it does?
Questions Answered (group: 20161120-1400): 00:09:07 Barbara McNair: If there is no 
atmosphere can we still talk and listen? 00:11:19 Laura Diaz: Does the spirit world have its own 
atmosphere? 00:11:41 Fabio Tolli: Can the external rules change like inbuilt rules change?
00:13:46 Rachael Bush: Do we collectively create a spiritual atmosphere that allows information to 
pass through it? 00:15:53 Mary: Are you saying that there are external rules that govern how energy



mixes and creates a spiritual atmosphere? 00:17:06 Neil Henderson: Are there the same elements in 
the spirit world as there are in the physical? 00:18:24 Neil Henderson: Are there going to be more 
elements discovered in periodic table or is it finite? 00:21:15 Neil Henderson: Do Scope Principles 
limit the integration between creations? 00:37:53 Maximilian Ferraiuolo: Are you saying that the 
combined lower laws create the new higher law? 00:39:07 Sandra Tuszynska: Are we recycled and 
contain particles from dinosaurs and other people? 00:40:49 Alwyn Campbell: How do internal and 
external laws effect devolution? 00:47:51 Alex Mrnak: Isn't Scope the same as potential? 00:48:49 
Karen Henry: Can you please help me with the external rules definition? 00:50:59 Karen Henry
Could you explain what you mean by "energy flow" in the context of inbuilt rules? 00:52:55 Sandra
Tuszynska: When you say "God made provisions for all creation and laws" does this mean God 
foresees all potentialities and that God can never be surprised? 00:53:37 Sandra Tuszynska: Is God 
omnipotent? 00:54:21 Sandra Tuszynska: Can God be surprised? 00:55:31 Laurleen Lee: Is it the 
external rules that allow for the evolution of life forms? 00:55:37 Laurleen Lee: Does evolution of 
life forms exemplify to the human how we can change into the Divine Angel? 00:58:56 Denise 
Shaw: In regards to when new creations occur in the Universe (e.g. a new sphere) do Scope 
Principles determine the new creation and the Laws pertaining to the environment?
01:01:11 Patricia Sanders: Are there laws that apply only specifically to each of us as individuals 
(e.g. only me or only you)? 01:04:20 Patricia Sanders: Do hydrogen and oxygen being different 
elements have different internal and external laws that apply to them? 01:05:50 Luli Faber: How is 
it that internal and external rules allow for a new law or creation? e.g. with water 01:08:00 Richard 
Turner: What are some examples of soul based mechanisms that allow humans to communicate 
with God?
_
Homework For the "Foundation Principles" session
How am I living in or out of harmony with each of the Foundation Principles? 
Conclusion: Foundation Principles form the foundation of the universe itself, and also allow us to 
obtain some basic facts about God and God's Personality, Nature, Attributes, Characteristics and 
Desires.
Questions Answered (group 1): 00:39:53 Jesus: Examine the Economy Principle in perspective of 
time, matter and energy rather than money 00:41:11 Felix Hogel: Does the homework include 
reflecting on the effects of when I did not live by God's Principles? 00:43:52 Jesus: Examine the 
soul based inbuilt rules and how we break them 00:45:48 Jesus: Explains the purpose of the 
homework is to see exactly where and how we sin. Group 2: 00:23:14 Laura Tolli:  Could you 
please give some examples of the homework for Scope Principles? 00:26:10 Joanne Ramundo: 
Could you please give an example of the inbuilt and external rules in Scope Principles homework?
00:28:36 Karen Pronk: What do you mean by "spiritual examples"?
___
Introducing Order Principles
Brief summary of the next session
Presentations pertain primarily to the Laws governing the human soul itself - The "Order 
Principles" session discusses some of the principles that determine the Laws associated with how 
the human soul FITS INTO the Universe
Summary: Order Principles form the foundation for the principles that govern the potentials of the 
human soul (covered in the "Human Soul Principles" session) - The Order Principles session will 
address how the human soul and other creations fit into the universe itself
God's Universe diagram (see above)
Order Principles session: How the human soul fits into the Universe - How the human soul affects
the Universe itself - How the human soul affects the lower creations within the Universe - What 
role the human soul has within the Universe
Order Principles definitions: Human will: The human has been given the gift of free will -



Many gifts and responsibilities pertain to the use of the gift of free will - Many principles apply to 
the human soul because it has the gift of free will - Principles presented in this session have a direct 
impact upon the human soul
Self-responsibility: Self-Responsibility is the Law based requirement of self-awareness, to seek 
truth, love and understanding of all principles of Love and Law, and the loving ownership and 
expression of one's will, desire, passion, emotion, attitudes, intentions, thoughts and actions in 
harmony with God's Principles and Laws.
Order principles (current session): Hierarchy, Governance, Responsibility, Compensation
Soul specific principles (the final session): Will, Desire, Redemption, Transformation
Hierarchy: There is a hierarchy of Laws and a hierarchy of creations within the Universe. Jesus will 
outline and discuss how these two hierarchies are inseparable, conjoined and inter-related, and built 
upon the foundation of Scope principles. Hierarchy principles apply to all creation. Governance:
Since humans have been given power over all other creation (whether that is just a potential or 
realized) and the potential to create, humans are also bound to additional laws regarding the 
governance of other creations. Responsibility: Since humans have been given power over all other 
creation (whether that is just a potential or realized), and they have the ability to use their will and 
make choices and decisions affecting other creations, humans also have been made responsible for 
the way in which governance is exercised. Compensation: Since humans must choose to take 
actions in or out of harmony with Love, and such actions potentially affect other humans and other 
creations, humans are compensated for loving actions, and penalized and corrected for unloving 
actions.
Questions Answered (only in group 1): 00:18:36 Rita Hogel: When you discuss the human soul do
you mean the complete soul?
____
Hierarchy Principles
Terms: 
- Creation includes any matter or creature from the smallest particle to the most complex living 
creation of the human soul
- Components are creations of less complexity combined in new ways - Any lower creation is a 
potential component for a higher creation
- Energy includes information, energy, emotion, thought, communication, relationship or interplay 
within or between creation
- Properties include all properties, characteristics, attributes, attractions, and restrictions of the 
creation itself
Note: Each creation's complexity is determined by the complexity of its individual components, 
energy and properties - Each creation of higher complexity has higher energy capabilities - If a 
creation has higher complexity and energy capabilities, it is also considered to be higher in 
hierarchy
- Inbuilt Rules means a set of laws and potentials built into the creation itself
that govern the creation's properties
- External Rules means a set of laws and potentials created by creation combinations external to 
the individual creation itself
Rule set is the combination and interaction of inbuilt and external rules
Law is an individual set of laws or an individual rule set - Each more complex creation has more 
complex inbuilt rules - More complex inbuilt rules interact with more complex external rules and 
therefore create more complex laws
Context (Help to understand): Scope determines the existence of the Universe, everything within 
the Universe, how everything communicates with all elements of the Universe, and also the inbuilt 
soul based mechanisms via which the highest creation within the Universe is able to communicate 
with God
Hierarchy determines the position or place of each creation and law within the Universe, and the 
power and energy each creation or law has over other creations and laws lower in the hierarchy.



Summary: Hierarchy principles: Determine the hierarchy of law by the complexity of each law - 
Determine the hierarchy of creation by the complexity of each creation - Ensure more complex 
creation is governed by more complex laws - Ensure higher creations and laws exert more power, 
have more energy, and more complex properties
Definition (What the principles are):  The Hierarchy of creation shall be determined by each 
creation's complexity - The Hierarchy of law shall be determined by the complexity of each law
- Each more complex creation in the hierarchy of creations shall be governed by a hierarchy of 
more complex laws - To ensure that creations and laws that are higher in hierarchy exert more 
power and have more complex properties
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): To ensure each creation is governed by law -
To ensure all matter can be broken down into its individual components - To prevent the complete 
destruction of any form of matter - To allow for the creation of more complex law - To allow for the
creation and survival of more complex creations - To allow creations of higher complexity to 
contain more complex inbuilt rules - To allow for each more complex individual law to more 
powerfully affect creations of higher complexity - To allow for each more complex individual 
creation to have a more powerful energy flow and effect on creations of lower complexity - To 
allow for each more complex individual law to have a more powerful effect on laws of lower 
complexity - To create implied, instinctual or automatic governance, responsibility and 
compensatory systems which are not based upon will or desire but rather upon hierarchy
Application (The creation and laws affected): Every law -  All matter living and non-living 
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God desires His creations to have the ability to 
create - God is generous and sharing in His Nature - God desires that each creation lives in 
relationship with other creations - God feels that relationships are important and bring satisfaction 
of desires - God creates instinct in all creatures for common functions - God creates properties in all
matter for common functions - God feels that common purpose brings more powerful beneficial 
results - God feels each creation component has value and is necessary and essential for the 
operation of the whole
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity: Gravity is actually a combination of 
creations (matter) and laws (rule sets) creating a new law we call gravity. The greater the mass the 
greater gravitational force is exerted on other matter. This creates a law that maintains automatic 
safety for sustained life and development. Aerodynamics: Aerodynamics is actually a combination 
of creations (matter) and laws (rule sets) creating a new law we call aerodynamics. It involves many
lower laws from a wide range of fields including physics of motion, material properties, fluid 
dynamics, pressures and temperatures and so forth.  Human bodies: Hydrogen and oxygen, water, 
blood, cardiovascular systems, energy systems, human body discussion and example of creations of 
law and new law interactions with the environment and the injection of the life principle. Human 
soul: Connection with physical body (most complex physical creation) - Connection with spirit 
body (most complex spirit based creation). The human soul energy systems and receiving 
substances from God [sic].
Conclusion: Hierarchy principles: Hierarchy determines the position or place of each creation and 
law within the Universe and creates implied, instinctual or automatic governance, responsibility and
compensatory systems. Hierarchy extends the Scope principles by placing Scope within a
Hierarchical system. Scope allows for Hierarchy to exist.
Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose   hierarchy     principles including: Feeling and believing I individually and humans collectively 
do not have control over our own creations (e.g. sin, disease, sickness, accidents etc) - Feeling and 
believing I can circumvent or am more powerful than the laws that govern me, etc.
Questions About: (...as in other principles)
Questions Answered (group 1): 00:39:06 Natalie Mann: Does the spirit world exist in the physical
universe? 00:40:00 Natalie Mann: Does the soul control the physical and spirit bodies? 00:48:12 
David Raizman: As I develop and transform with God's Laws do I have a greater impact on 
untransformed souls? 00:54:48 Loise White: Why does God not want the human soul to become as 



powerful and wise as God is? 00:57:00 David Ryan: Is creation divided into groups or is it a long 
list where one creation is above and below another until the human soul is at the top? 00:58:01 
David Ryan: How is creation grouped together? 00:58:52 David Ryan: Is there an infinite amount 
of hierarchy in the system? 01:01:50 Anna Skevik: What is the difference between a rule set and a 
law? 01:02:53 Anna Skevik: Is there a synonym for the word "Scope"? 01:03:51 Anna Neynens: 
How do Hierarchy Principles reveal that God feels relationships are important and bring satisfaction
of desires? 01:09:23 Anna Neynens: How do Hierarchy Principles reveal that God feels common 
purpose brings more powerful beneficial results? 01:11:31 Jane Stein: What are the results of the 
human soul abdicating its role in the hierarchy of creation and having the false belief that other 
creations are higher?
Questions Answered (group 2): 00:23:36 Fab Tolli: Can you please explain further what you 
mean by "more complex individual creations have more powerful energy flow effects on creations 
of lower complexity"? 00:25:52 Fab Tolli: Does that mean that temperature is of higher complexity 
than water, so therefore is higher in Hierarchy? 00:27:21 Hunter Lydon: Do we unknowingly help 
create new laws? 00:29:46 Phoebe Bruce: What makes one law more complex than another? 
00:30:33 Wayne Shaw:  God allows us to create so He created laws that allow GMO foods to exist. 
Have laws been created that will eventually destroy the GMO foods? 00:36:38 Paige Willoughby: 
One objective is "to create implied, instinctual, or automatic governance, responsibility and 
compensatory systems which are not based on will as desire, but rather upon hierarchy"? Why has 
God not included will and desire? 00:38:11 Claudia Vandenameele: What do you mean by implied 
governance? 00:43:16 Denise Shaw: In regards to the spheres and those in them, is it true to say 
they are governed by principles and laws greater than those in the lower spheres? 00:44:22 Denise 
Shaw: Is it true those in the higher spheres have greater scope than those in lower spheres but those 
in lower spheres have the potential to develop which displays God's Great Love for all?
00:45:10 Denise Shaw: So can developed spirits communicate with people in the lower condition 
but not the other way around? 00:46:39 Nicky Primetica: Do Hierarchy Principles allow for the 
workings of the Law of Repentance to supersede the correction-based workings of the Law of 
Compensation? 00:50:43 Karen Pronk: Since any lower creation is a potential component for a 
higher creation, does that imply that in the future the human soul could be merged/transformed into 
something greater (but still within God)? 00:52:22 Karen Pronk: Is an example of the Hierarchy 
Principle that the two spirit halves merge to produce soul union? 00:53:55 Sheridan Coy: Are laws 
that are higher in hierarchy more based on will? e.g. Law of Repentance & Forgiveness compared 
to the Law of Compensation 00:56:06 Sheridan Coy: Do you mean that my desire is higher in 
hierarchy than will? 00:57:18 David Raizman: How do Hierarchy Principles prevent the complete 
destruction of matter? 01:01:25 David Raizman: How does a higher law have an effect on a law of 
lower complexity? 01:07:01 Jesus for Luli Faber: Why is it important for more complex laws and 
creations to have more power than less complex laws and creations? 01:09:31 Alwyn Campbell: Is 
the Permanence Principle a part of the Hierarchy Principle? 01:12:27 Rebecca Johnstone: Is it 
possible to discover what elemental parts make up God's Love so we can learn more about God? 
01:14:12 Rebecca Johnstone: In your 2000 years have you been able to understand what God's Love
is?
__
Governance Principles
Terms:  Governance principles will be discussed in relation to self-aware beings with free will.
Other beings are controlled by Governance principles but the control is instinctual rather than will 
based. The human soul (not the body or spirit body) is a self-aware being with the ability to express 
free will depending on development.
Energy includes information, energy, emotion, thought, communication, relationship or interplay 
within or between creation
Development increases in quality and capacity as the human soul lives in more harmony with God's
Principles, and decreases as the human soul lives in less harmony with God's Principles



Power of governance is the energy able to be expressed by the human soul which varies in quality 
and capacity in direct relationship to development
Summary: Governance principles ensure: Everything is under God's Authority - God's Laws 
control and govern all of creation - God's Laws allow human souls to share governance - Each 
human soul automatically governs, but the power of governance is determined by development
Definition (What the principles are): God's nature, character, attributes, desires & personality 
determine God's Principles - God's Principles determine God's Laws - God's Laws shall control and 
govern all of creation - God's Laws allow all human souls to share governance - Each human soul 
automatically governs, but the power to govern is determined by development
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): To ensure that God has ultimate and complete 
authority - To allow God's highest creation (the human soul) to share in governance - To gift to the 
human soul the ability to control its external environment based upon the human soul's development
(positively or negatively) - To ensure the human soul becomes educated in the effects of the use of 
power - To give more power to those in higher development - To restrict the power of those in 
lower development - To allow the human soul to create independently of God - To ensure creations 
of the human soul that are out of harmony with God's Principles are eventually destroyed
Application (The creation and laws affected): All law - All matter living and non-living - Specific 
laws pertaining to the human soul - Specific laws governing the creations of the human soul 
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God takes full responsibility for God's Creations
- God entrusts Her highest creation to govern in harmony with God - God desires the highest 
creation to share Her Joy of creating - God gifted to Her highest creation the potential of greater 
power over the environment by giving them the potential to develop - God educates the highest 
creation in the loving use of power - God loves giving and sharing power - God makes provision for
the human soul being repentant and changing
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity and Aerodynamics: The human body is 
governed by gravity unless it learns of a higher law (aerodynamics) which can overcome gravity. 
The process of learning enables the human soul to develop more knowledge which then allows 
using different laws to overcome the limitations of gravity. The human soul creates a device using 
current known laws to benefit itself. Law of Attraction: The human soul automatically governs via
the soul's developed condition. The condition controls substances, creatures and events in harmony 
with the law so that the soul attracts these resources to aid in exposing to itself its current developed
condition. The governance principle ensures these attractions occur to aid the soul in its own self-
awareness. Environmental responses: The soul is like a transmitting antenna sending to its 
environment its own governance condition (developed soul condition). Each external creation 
responds individually and collectively, to the individual and collective soul condition of the human. 
Humans individually and collectively make decisions and choices either in or out of harmony with 
Love (thoughts, emotions, and actions) based upon condition. This improves balance or creates 
imbalance in the environment and the results can be measured. Human bodies: Each system within
the body is also governed by its own set of laws. In a healthy person the governing system works 
harmoniously to complete the healthy creation and function of the bodies.
Conclusion: Governance principles: Ensure that God has authority over all Principles, Laws and 
Creations, but that each creation with free will and self-awareness does automatically, and can with 
education and knowledge, affect and control the positive or negative development of its 
environment
Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose   g  overnance     principles including: Not taking control of their own creations external to and 
within their own bodies (e.g. sin, disease, sickness, accidents etc) - Desiring authority and power 
without love or development - Creating without the ability to govern - Denying the effect of their 
governance over other creatures upon those creatures, etc
Questions About: (...as in other principles)
Questions Answered (group 1): 00:16:53 Jennifer Heibloem: By development do you mean the 
ability to learn or experience? 00:17:58 Jennifer Heibloem: Is learning different to what you 



experience? 00:37:58 Jane Stein: An objective of the Governance Principle is to ensure that 
creations of the human soul out of harmony with God's Principles are eventually destroyed, can you
give some examples? 00:39:51 Jadda Jessop: If Governance Principles ensure restriction of those in 
lower development, why do evil people seem to be in power on Earth? 00:43:02 Mary: Is power 
that comes from giving away will limited in its expression? 00:44:55 Jadda Jessop: Do God's Laws 
apply to desires and not just actions because God knows we usually act upon desires? 00:47:39 
Gabee Poly: Do people degrade in their condition if they give or receive unloving power? 00:49:19 
Natalie Mann:  When people give energy to others does this make others more powerful? 00:51:52 
Sherry Webster: Is there any inbuilt restriction from God on our scientific discovery and 
knowledge? 00:53:41 Sherry Webster: If Amon and Aman did not turn away from God would 
humanity be in much more developed condition now? 00:55:19 Deidre Amos: Why is it so hard to 
fathom that God loves giving and sharing power? 00:56:43 Yvonne Joy Harris: How does God give
more power to those in higher development and restrict power to those in lower development? 
00:58:04 David Raizman: If we have Governance over God's Creations can we impact animals to 
the point where they no longer honour their inbuilt rules? 01:00:40 David Raizman: Can we 
degrade to the condition where we can no longer impact other things in an unloving way? 01:04:55 
Mary:  Do we still have governance over lower creations no matter how much we degrade in 
development? 01:05:40 Mary: When souls join together can they appear more powerful?
Questions Answered (group 2): 00:12:03 Monique De Martin: What do you mean by power of 
governance? 00:19:20 Hunter Lydon: How do human souls share governance? 00:23:26 Joanne 
Ramundo: If we are unaware of our soul condition does the law allow us to govern without 
awareness? 00:27:34 Anna MacDonald: How do "God's Laws allow human souls to share 
governance"? Can you expand on this please? 00:30:56 Anna MacDonald: When the soul is in a 
unified state does its power double in strength? 00:33:49 Joyce Thompson: As very dark people on 
earth can have a lot of power over other people and creatures, is this power of Governance?
00:42:08 Group Question:  Why does God allow the bad condition on earth to continue? 00:45:34 
Joyce Thompson:  Are powerful people on earth getting power from God, or from other people on 
earth who are willing to give power to them? 00:48:20 Alwyn Campbell: What will power look like
when people on earth begin becoming at-one with God? 00:50:41 Nicky Primetica: Frequently 
more power is given to those in a lower development in love. e.g. politicians. Do Governance 
Principles work to restrict that person's influence over time? 00:53:20 Cathy Walker: Are there laws
that determine the timeframe for how long it takes creations out of harmony with God's Principles 
to be destroyed? Why are they not destroyed faster than "eventually"? 00:58:47 Cathy Walker: If I 
die of a physical illness will I still be ill as a spirit? 01:01:14 Cathy Walker: With the example of the
"Berlin Wall" is that an example of how fast things can change from the power of Governance?
01:05:07 Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins: Does anything govern God? Are there any other Gods? 01:05:42 
Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins: How did God get to be such a Good Governor? 01:06:44 Eloisa Lytton-
Hitchins: Could you please give some examples of how "each human soul automatically governs, 
but the power to govern is determined by development"? 01:08:42 Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins: Aren't 
we already exercising unloving desires en-mass and causing anarchy on earth?
__
Responsibility Principles
Terms: Responsibility principles are will-based, and will be discussed in relation to
self-aware beings with free will. The human soul (not the body or spirit body) is a self-aware being 
with the ability to express free will depending on development and as such is the highest creation.
Energy includes information, energy, emotion, thought, communication, relationship or interplay 
within or between creation
Development increases in quality and capacity as the human soul lives in more harmony with God's
Principles, and decreases as the human soul lives in less harmony with God's Principles
Power of governance is the energy able to be expressed by the human soul which varies in quality 
and capacity in direct relationship to development



Nature is each individual human soul's God given personality, attributes, characteristics, qualities, 
individuality, and primary fields of interest.
Self-Responsibility is the law based requirement of self-awareness, to seek truth, love and 
understanding of all principles of Love and law, and the loving ownership and expression of ones 
will, desire, passion, emotion, attitudes, intentions, thoughts and actions in harmony with God's 
Principles and laws. 
Role-Responsibility is the assignment of specific roles of governance in God's Universe dependent 
upon development, self-responsibility, and according to one's nature.
Summary: Responsibility principles: Force the human to be self-responsible - Encourage the 
human to desire self-responsibility - Allow God to reward true self-responsibility with role-
responsibility (i.e. role-responsibility is a compensatory gift given to those with self-responsibility)
Definition (What the principles are): The highest creation shall be a self-responsible being - The 
law shall enforce self-responsibility - The law shall reward self-responsibility with role-
responsibility (i.e. role-responsibility is a compensatory gift given to those with self-responsibility)
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): The highest creation must be made responsible
for the ownership and expression of its will, desire, passion, emotion, thoughts and actions - To 
ensure highest creation is accountable - To ensure anarchy is not possible for any creation - To 
restrict the highest creation from irreversibly harming any creation - To educate the highest creation
that love is responsible and accountable - To determine individuals who qualify for role-
responsibility - To reward self-responsible individuals with role-responsibility - To ensure that an 
individual's nature is fully satisfied and experienced - To form a foundation for God's highest 
principles that apply to the human soul such as Will, Desire, Compensation, Redemption and 
Transformation
Application (The creation and laws affected): All laws governing the human soul - 
All laws governing the creations of the human soul - A secondary effect on all laws and all creation
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God feels Love always takes responsibility for 
creation - God feels Love is always directly accountable for creation - God is not reckless in 
creating the highest creation - God has taken responsibility for His creation of the highest creation - 
God wants the highest creation to enjoy its own nature - God loves all creation enough to restrict the
highest creation - God loves rewarding those who act lovingly - God feels joy comes from self-care
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity and Aerodynamics: Soul responsibility is
enforced upon any person who wilfully attempts to break the Law of gravity or aerodynamics by 
using the law to desire to, or actually, harm themselves or others through negligence or direct 
action. Law of Cause & Effect: Ensures individuals discover the relationship between what has 
happened (the effect) and what has caused the effect (the cause) so that individuals take full 
responsibility for their will, desire, passion, emotion, thoughts and actions. Law of Compensation: 
Ensures individuals discover and receive the rewards for their own individual and collective 
responsible choices, and discover and receive the penalties for individual and collective 
irresponsible choices. Law of Repentance: Ensures individuals become emotionally aware and 
emotionally repentant for each unloving choice and decision and become emotionally aware of his 
or her powerlessness to undo everything that has resulted from his or her unloving behaviour.
Conclusion: Responsibility principles: Responsibility principles ensure that God's highest creation 
is self- responsible, and is given role responsibilities in line with individuality and development. 
Scope, hierarchy, governance, responsibility and compensation form a foundation for principles that
apply to the potentials of the human soul such as will, desire, redemption and transformation.
Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose   responsibility   principles including: Wanting to be saved (by God, Jesus, parents, friends, 
partners, others) from the results of my creations - Not taking responsibility for my emotions, 
desires, words or actions - Wanting power without responsibility or development - Wanting role-
responsibility without self-responsibility - Placing people in positions of societal power (role 
responsibility) when they are not self responsible - Looking up to and seeking guidance, 'truth' and 
'love' from people who are not self responsible (e.g. family, gurus, teachers, counsellors, etc)



Questions About: (...as in other principles)
Questions Answered (group 1): 00:31:36 Christine Thorley: What is role responsibility? 00:38:25 
Christine Thorley:  Is role responsibility only for those who have returned to earth? 00:39:41 
Christine Thorley: How are we made aware of our role? 00:41:20 Christine Thorley: Where in our 
progression would we need to have a role? 00:43:47 Christine Thorley: Do you have to be at-one 
with God to hear direct communication from God about role responsibility? 00:45:01 David 
Raizman: Are role responsibilities inbuilt in each soul and only accessed when we become self 
responsible beings? 00:48:48 Deidre Amos: Why do I have hard time with wanting to take 
responsibility or feel like I am responsible? It feels like responsibility is a dirty word and has a 
punishing connotation? 00:57:12 Anna Skevik: Have Jesus and Mary been rewarded with the role 
responsibility of being the teachers of Divine Truth? 00:58:12 Anna Skevik: How does role 
responsibility look like at the beginning of ones development of self responsibility? 01:00:34 Dave 
Robinson: How do Responsibility Principles encourage the human to desire self responsibility? 
01:01:53 Dave Robinson:  How do Responsibility Principles encourage development of self 
responsibility in positive vs negative ways? 01:05:09 Dave Robinson: What does the reward for 
being self responsible look like? 
Questions Answered (group 2): 00:17:34 Sandra Tuszynska: Are the Responsibility Principles all 
about faith? 00:20:52 Elvira Gregorich: Is it possible to reject compensatory rewards? 00:22:44 
Barbara McNair: Are people on earth allocated role responsibility automatically just like people in 
the spirit world are? 00:26:56 Barbara McNair: Do you feel God assigns role responsibility to 
people on earth in an obvious manner? 00:32:54 Karen Pronk: If I want to follow my desire which 
takes me to a role am I not assuming a role?  00:37:47 Karen Pronk: For role responsibility to 
happen must desire be engaged with humility? 00:38:40 Karen Pronk: If a person becomes a parent 
without consciously intending to, is God rewarding self responsibility with role responsibility? 
00:45:32 Jesus:  What If I am not ready to educate the child I have given birth to what can I do? 
00:49:16 Joyce Thompson:  Do we give role responsibility to each other and ourselves and/or is this
a gift from God? 00:56:46 Jesus: When people ask Jesus about what their passions are how does he 
respond? 00:58:27 Courtney Pool: How can we develop more desire for more self responsibility? 
01:02:14 Courtney Pool:  Why do humans often not find joy in self-care? 01:04:24 Courtney Pool: 
Why do humans often give societal power and authority to people who are not self responsible or 
developed in love? 01:07:30 Courtney Pool: Why do we not want others to treat us like we're worth 
more?
__
Law Related Attitudes & Emotions
Jesus continues comparing human law with God's Laws by discussing the law related attitudes and 
emotions of God and humans, and the related attitudes and emotions of each towards God's Law, 
human law and law makers & enforcers
Law Drama
- Entities involved in the "Drama": God - Humans generally & myself personally - Human law 
makers (parents, caregivers, politicians and rulers) - Human law enforcers (parents, caregivers, 
judges and police) 
- Analysis of general attitudes and emotions towards law helps us identify our "Hangover":
General Comments
Human law makers and human law enforcers (excluding parents and caregivers) are: 
- Generally much better acquainted with the problems associated with human law than the average 
human is
- Generally have a higher appreciation of the application of law to assist society than the average 
human does
Consider
If humans are to become at-one with God, they will need to have the same attitudes and emotions 
about God's Laws that God has - Whenever we have a different attitude or emotion than God does, 
we are automatically sinning, and therefore creating more pain and suffering for ourselves



Comparison of Attitudes and Emotions
The following tables present:
Each entity's law related attitudes and emotions about law
Each entity's law related attitudes and emotions about the other entities in the drama
Each entity's law related attitudes and emotions about themselves individually
The way information is presented:
While each table presents the information from the perspective of each individual entity involved in
the drama, the live presentation will only have time to compare God's law related attitudes and 
emotions with human law related attitudes and emotions.
                                               God's Attitudes and Emotions About ...
Who/What Summary of Attitudes and Emotions

God

Law

Human law
makers

Human law
enforcers

All humans

God knows he is the ultimate law maker and law enforcer, and does not need
humans to acknowledge this Truth. God is also not concerned about having 
problems enforcing law, since He knows he has created a perfect system with only
loving outcomes where every law is self-enforcing.

All of God's Laws are essential and created to: allow all creatures and matter 
survive, and… allow all living creatures to grow, thrive and develop, and… allow 
humans to be redeemed and transformed and blissfully happy.

God allows human law makers to create laws as they see fit even though human
laws should not be necessary. If the laws created by humans are in harmony with
God's Love, then the human law makers will be supported by God. If not then the
human law makers will be penalized by God's Laws.

God allows human law enforcers to enforce laws as they see fit. If the 
enforcement is in harmony with God's definition of love, then the human law 
enforcers will be supported by God's Laws. If the enforcement is not in harmony 
with God's definition of love, then the human law enforcers will be penalized by 
God's Laws.

God Loves humans, views them as His Highest Creation, treats each human 
equally, desires their individual and collective happiness, and is compassionate 
towards them. He knows that if humans choose to obey His Laws they will 
receive everlasting benefits and be happy. If humans choose to disobey His Laws, 
they will create their own misery.

Human Law Maker's Attitudes and Emotions About …
Who/What Summary of Attitudes and Emotions

God

Law

Human law

Generally do not believe they will need to answer to a higher law maker nor are 
they concerned about whether their laws are in harmony with the laws of the 
Highest law maker. Those who believe in God make many false presumptions 
about God's Laws, and those who are agnostic or atheist generally ignore any 
consideration of God's existence or power.

Generally believe that laws should be made as a deterrence, using fear as a
governing tool, to create order, to impose moral, economic, religious and society
rules. They do not believe compliance with law should be rewarded, but strongly
believe penalties and punishment are essential to maintain order. Generally do not
believe God has laws that govern the human condition.

Generally see their own power as supreme and do not believe they will need to



makers

Human law
enforcers

All humans

answer to a higher law maker or if they believe in God they presume their laws 
are in harmony with the laws of the Highest law maker. Believe they are 
performing a public service.

Generally believe that the law enforcer is their tool to enforce the penalties of the
law they created.

Generally believe that humans are inherently imperfect and that it is human nature
to break law. Therefore humans need to be restricted or deterred from harming or
damaging themselves or others. Humans are never going to be loving or self-
aware, so law makers need to stop unsociable behaviour by creating laws to 
govern society.

Human Law Enforcer's Attitudes and Emotions About …
Who/What Summary of Attitudes and Emotions

God

Law

Human law
makers

Human law
enforcers

All humans

Generally do not believe they will need to answer to a higher law maker nor are 
they concerned about whether the enforcement of human law is in harmony with 
the laws of the Highest law maker. They see their own power as gifted by human 
law makers, and at times believe themselves to be above such laws.

Generally see law as an arbitrary decision of the law maker, which changes from
time to time. Feel enforcement must be tempered by practicalities. Do not believe 
in rewarding compliance with law, but strongly believe penalties and punishment 
are essential to maintain order. Believe that laws are a deterrence and use fear of 
penalty or punishment as a controlling tool.

Generally believe they must enforce the law of the law makers, whether they
personally agree with or support the law created, whether those laws are loving, 
fair, or in harmony with God's Laws or not. Feel that human law makers do not 
consider or understand the practicalities of enforcing the laws they create.

Generally believe that they are the tool of enforcement of law. Believe law
enforcement is a difficult job that requires constant compromise and commitment.

Believe that humans are inherently imperfect and that human nature is to break 
law. Humans need to be restricted or deterred from harming or damaging 
themselves or others. Humans are never going to be loving or self-aware, so law 
enforcers need to stop unsociable behaviour by enforcing laws to govern society.

Human Attitudes and Emotions About …
Who/What Summary of Attitudes and Emotions

God

Law

Do not believe they answer to a higher law maker whether they believe in God or
not. If they believe in God, they believe God cannot be fully understood, is
punishing, wrathful and makes arbitrary decisions with no permanence, 
consistency or justice. If agnostic or atheist they generally do not consider God at 
all.

Generally do not believe in God's Laws, or if they do believe God has laws, do not
understand or know those laws. See human law as an arbitrary decision of the law
makers, only adhere to laws they personally agree with, see all law as negotiable,
and are proud of their ability to avoid the consequence of law where possible.



Human law
maker

Human law
enforcer

Themselves

Other humans

Generally see human law makers as lacking awareness, imperfect and able to fail,
and generally disrespect law maker decisions.

Generally fear human law enforcers when such enforcers are visibly present and 
in the vicinity but generally disrespect law enforcers.

Generally see their own power as supreme and do not believe they will need to
answer to a higher law maker whether that be God or any human law maker.
Generally each human is self involved and selfish, sees themselves as the arbiter 
of their own life, sees themselves as superior to other humans, and is governed
primarily by their own emotions, feelings and thoughts, and believes that they
personally should be shown mercy rather than having a law enforced on them.

Generally believe humans are inherently imperfect and it is human nature to break
law. Therefore humans need to be restricted or deterred from harming or 
damaging themselves or others. Humans are never going to be loving or self-
aware, so law makers need to stop unsociable behaviour by creating laws to 
govern society and law enforcers need to force everyone (other than me 
personally) to obey the law.

Law Related Attitudes & Emotions
Conclusion:
Human attitudes to and emotions about law, and in particular about God's Laws, come from each 
individuals own experience with human authority, which is inconsistent at best, and very 
destructive at worst.
Attitudes and emotions from the childhood experience are imposed upon any authority, and 
severely affect the human desire to obey law. This creates a "human law hangover" that is imposed 
upon God's Laws, and which also the main creator of human unhappiness and pain.
Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose obedience to God's Law including:
Believing God is punishing or wrathful and makes arbitrary decisions with no permanence, 
consistency or justice - Believing God's Law is negotiable - Wanting laws to apply to others but not 
to self - Disrespect of authority, etc
The human law "hangover":
Analysis of general attitudes and emotions towards law helps us identify our "hangover". We will 
examine how these attitudes and emotions play out in the use of our desire and will to discover and 
be obedient to God's Laws in the presentation "Human Law Hangover".
Summary
God's Perspective: God's Laws are essential to human existence and survival - God's Laws allow 
all living creatures to grow, thrive and develop - God's Laws allow humans to be redeemed and 
transformed and blissfully happy - God loves all humans personally and knows humans are the 
highest creation - God allows law makers and enforcers to make and enforce laws - God desires 
human laws to be in harmony with God's Laws
Human Perspective: Human attitudes and emotions to law are damaged and distorted - Humans 
personally see laws as restrictive, arbitrary and negotiable - Humans are normally self-oriented 
having little concern for the welfare of others - Human law makers use laws as a deterrent for bad 
behaviour - Humans create laws mostly to maintain society cohesion
Reference Summary of Attitudes
The information on the following pages was not included in the original presentation, but is
provided here as a reference.



Attitudes and Emotions About God …
God: God knows he is the law maker and law enforcer - God not need humans to acknowledge Him
as the law maker or Enforcer - God is also not concerned about having problems enforcing law
- God knows he has created a perfect system with only loving outcomes
Humans generally: Generally do not believe they will need to answer to a higher law maker 
whether they believe in God or not. If they believe in God, they believe God cannot be fully 
understood, is punishing, wrathful and makes arbitrary decisions with no permanence, consistency 
or justice. If agnostic or atheist they generally do not consider God at all.
Human law maker: Generally do not believe they will need to answer to a higher law maker nor 
are they concerned about whether their laws are in harmony with the laws of the Highest law maker.
Those who believe in God make many false presumptions about God's Laws, and those who are 
agnostic or atheist generally ignore any consideration of God's existence or power.
Human law enforcer: Generally do not believe they will need to answer to a higher law maker nor 
are they concerned about whether the enforcement of human law is in harmony with the laws of the 
Highest law maker. They see their own power as gifted by human law makers, and many times 
believe themselves to be above such laws. 
Attitudes and Emotions About Law …
God: All of God's created laws are essential in order to help all creatures and matter survive, all 
living creatures to grow, thrive and develop, and humans to be redeemed and transformed and 
blissfully happy.
Humans generally: Generally do not believe in God's Laws, or if they do believe God has laws, do 
not understand or know those laws. Generally see human law as an arbitrary decision of the law 
makers of the day, only adhere to laws that they personally agree with, see all law as negotiable, 
and are proud of their own ability to avoid the consequence of law where possible.
Human law maker: Generally believe that laws should be made as deterrence, using fear as a 
governing tool, to create order, to impose moral, economic, religious and society rules. They do not 
believe compliance with law should be rewarded, but strongly believe penalties and punishment are 
essential to maintain order.
Human law enforcer: Generally see law as an arbitrary decision of the law makers of the day, 
which can be changed from time to time, and which must be tempered by practicalities of 
enforcement. They do not believe compliance with law should be rewarded, but strongly believe 
penalties and punishment are essential to maintain order. Generally believe that laws should be a 
deterrence and use fear of penalty as a controlling tool to create order.
Attitudes and Emotions About Humans …
God: God Loves humans, views them as His Highest Creation, treats each human equally, desires 
their individual and collective happiness, and is compassionate towards them. He knows that if 
humans choose to obey His laws they will receive everlasting benefits and be happy. If humans 
choose to disobey His laws, they will create their own misery.
My personal: I generally see my own power as supreme and do not believe I will need to answer to
a higher law maker whether that be God or any human law maker. I am generally self involved and 
selfish, see myself as the arbiter of my own life, see myself as superior to other humans, are 
governed primarily by my own emotions, feelings and thoughts, and believe that I personally 
should be shown mercy rather than having a law enforced on me.
Humans generally: Generally believe that humans are inherently imperfect and that it is human 
nature to break law. Humans need to be restricted or deterred from harming or damaging 
themselves and others. Humans are never going to be loving or self-aware, so law makers need to 
stop unsociable behaviour by creating laws to govern society and law enforcers need to force 
everyone to obey the law.
Human law maker: Generally believe that humans are inherently imperfect and that it is human 
nature to break law. Therefore humans need to be restricted or deterred from harming or damaging 
themselves or others. Humans are never going to be loving or self-aware, so law makers need to 
stop unsociable behaviour by creating laws to govern society. This is a public service.



Human law enforcer: Generally believe that humans are inherently imperfect and that it is human 
nature to break law. Therefore humans need to be restricted or deterred from harming or damaging 
themselves or others. Humans are never going to be loving or self-aware, so law enforcers need to 
stop unsociable behaviour by enforcing the laws to govern society.
Attitudes and Emotions About Law Makers …
God: God allows human law makers to create laws as they see fit. If the laws created by humans 
are in harmony with God's definition of love, then the human law makers will be supported by 
God's Laws. If the laws created by humans are not in harmony with God's definition of love, then 
the human law makers will be penalized by God's Laws.
Humans generally: Generally see human law makers as lacking awareness, imperfect and able to 
fail, and generally disrespect law maker decisions.
Human law maker: Generally see their own power as supreme and do not believe they will need to
answer to a higher law maker or if they believe in God they presume their laws are in harmony with
the laws of the Highest law maker. Believe they are performing a public service.
Human law enforcer: Generally believe that they must enforce the Law of the law makers, 
whether they personally agree with or support the law created, whether those laws are loving, fair, 
or in harmony with God's Laws or not, and that generally human law makers do not consider or 
understand the practicalities of enforcing the laws they created.
Attitudes and Emotions About Law Enforcers ...
God: God allows human law enforcers to enforce laws as they see fit. If the enforcement is
in harmony with God's definition of love, then the human law enforcers will be supported and 
upheld by God's Laws. If the enforcement is not in harmony with God's definition of love, then the 
human law enforcers will themselves be penalized by God's Laws.
Humans generally: Generally fear human law enforcers when such enforcers are visibly present 
and in the vicinity but generally disrespect law enforcers.
Human law maker: Generally believe that the law enforcer is their tool to enforce the penalties of 
the law they created.
Human law enforcer: Generally believe that they are the tool of enforcement of law.
Questions Answered: 00:36:50 Natalie Mann: Do we carry the disrespectful attitude towards law 
because child caregiver's law seems self-serving? 00:38:17 Alan Atkinson:  Can humans develop to 
the 6th sphere condition while still rejecting some of God's Laws? 00:39:34 Alan Atkinson: Is it 
true that we cannot get to the 6th sphere condition without obeying most of God's Laws? 00:40:47 
Alan Atkinson: Why don't humans collectively strive to progress in love? 00:46:39 Yvonne Joy 
Harris: Are our attitudes towards others based upon our fear and lack of trust of others?
__
Human Law Hangover
Jesus analyses the previous "Human Law Comparison" and highlights the human individual and 
collective attitudes, feelings and emotions towards God's Laws that have come from a "Human Law
Hangover"
Introduction
My personal pain
Since childhood I have been exposed only to parent and societal law
I have developed attitudes towards law (human and God’s) that come from my childhood and adult 
experience
I have attitudes to God's Law which cause me much heartache and pain
I need to examine my attitude to God's Laws if I wish to become happy
Examining how attitudes affect my relationship with God's Laws & Principles
Human and parental law has created attitudes, emotions and beliefs within me about God's Laws 
and Principles that harm my perception and ability to engage my will to be obedient to God's Laws. 
Let's examine some of these.



Law Comparison "Hangover"
God's Law: The law maker is also the law enforcer and fully enforces obedience to every Law  
Human Law: The law maker is usually not the law enforcer, and the law enforcer is not able to 
fully enforce obedience to any law created
My Erroneous "Hangover" Beliefs & Emotions: My obedience to God's Laws cannot or should 
not be enforced by anyone - When I sin against God's Law I will probably get away with the sin
- God & God's Laws are unpredictable and inconsistent (just like my parents were) - God will be 
very tolerant of my choices and desires to sin (just like my parents were) - God will never enforce 
any law since that would be against my own definition of mercy
God's Law: The law maker and enforcer is infinitely and always aware, perfect and infallible
Human Law: The law maker and/or law enforcer has little awareness, is imperfect and able to fail
My Erroneous "Hangover" Beliefs & Emotions: God made a flawed humanity without the 
ability to be perfectly obedient - Since I am "flawed" God and other humans should make 
allowances for my flaws - God cannot "see", "hear" and "know" everything since humans in 
authority cannot - I should be able to "hide" and be dishonest about my own disobedience and sin
- Confession is just harming myself rather than a part of redeeming myself
God's Law: Laws are created by the law maker and enforcer only for the benefit of the created 
creatures
Human Law: Laws usually created with a mixed and often unpredictable benefit, sometimes for 
the benefit of all creatures, sometimes only for the benefit of the human, sometimes only for the 
benefit of the law maker, and sometimes only for the benefit of the law enforcer
My Erroneous "Hangover" Beliefs & Emotions: God's Laws are a nuisance and should be 
ignored for the sake of personal advantage - God's Laws are just for the sake of God and do not 
benefit me personally - My only consideration should be what I judge as my personal welfare - 
Human welfare collectively is more important that the welfare of other creations - My anger and 
defiance towards God's Laws is valid and in my own interest - No law maker or enforcer including 
God has my own interest at heart - If I feel threatened I should be allowed to break the law and 
allowances should be made - Being obedient means having to do what others want and "working" 
for others in authority
God's Law: Laws are created for the purpose of maintaining survivability, growth, and 
transformation of all matter and living creatures within the Universe
Human Law: Laws primarily created for the purpose of being a deterrent
My Erroneous "Hangover" Beliefs & Emotions: God's Laws only impose restrictions on my life 
and make it harder to survive - God only created Law to restrain my "bad" nature that He created 
anyway - God's Laws do not reward me for obedience - God's Laws do not enable my free will - 
God's Laws are punitive and punishing, driven by an angry God who wants to harm me - God only 
wants to stop me from being happy - God's Laws limit my freedom and make it harder to survive in 
the "real" world - God's Laws are not practical
God's Law: Laws operate whether the creature is aware or not
Human Law: Laws operate only if the law enforcer is aware and willing to enforce the law
My Erroneous "Hangover" Beliefs & Emotions: Being "ignorant" of the law is to my own 
advantage - Allowances should be made for me if I do not know God's Laws - Allowances should 
be made for my "bad" (unloving) decisions and choices - I react angrily, resentfully, and 
indignantly when I am "corrected" for wrongdoing - I am able to cover over sin and get away with 
sin - If I am not "caught" in the moment of sin punishment will never happen - If God is "good" 
God would let me get away with sin - I should not be punished for sins that I thought only affected 
me 
God's Law: Laws operate on the "heart", soul, attitude, character, thoughts and emotions of the 
human, along with operating upon the action taken
Human Law: Laws operate only on the action taken, and then only if the action is observed, 
processed and enforced, by the law enforcer
My Erroneous "Hangover" Beliefs & Emotions: God's Laws only apply to physical events



- God's Laws correct actions only (rather than thoughts, attitudes, character & emotions) - I can lie 
or misrepresent to God what is in my heart - If I have not been "caught" then I will never be 
punished - If God "catches" my disobedience I will be able to negotiate the punishment with God- 
If God "catches" my disobedience I only have to change my actions (not my heart) - God is unjust 
to examine my heart
God's Law: Laws operate consistently under all circumstances with no exceptions
Human Law: Laws operate differently in each country and are inconsistently applied according to 
wealth, social status or position, race, gender, nationality, and hundreds of other variable factors 
including withholding truth, misrepresenting truth, lying, and violence
My Erroneous "Hangover" Beliefs & Emotions: My version of superiority (race, gender, status 
etc) should count with God - I am a "special case" that God should make allowances for - My 
unloving behaviour is justified by other's unloving behaviour - God should know that other people's
unloving behaviour is worse than my own - Other people's motivations are worse than my own - 
Punishment should be able to be negotiated based on my status
God's Law: Each law has loving penalties if disobeyed, and loving rewards when obeyed, and the 
penalties and rewards are consistent and predictable
Human Law: Each law generally only has penalties when disobeyed, and then only if the 
disobedience is observed, processed and enforced, by the law enforcer. Many penalties are 
unloving. Obedience is rarely rewarded. The results are usually unpredictable.
My Erroneous "Hangover" Beliefs & Emotions: There are no rewards for heart-felt obedience to
God's Laws - I will only be penalised if I am "caught" - If it appears I have not been "caught" then I 
have avoided the penalty - God does not penalise at all because God should be "loving" - God 
cannot be relied upon to give just penalties and will not be compassionate - I will not be rewarded 
for being honest and truthful about my sins - God should let me get away with things that others 
should be punished for - God will punish me for things that others get away with - I only have to do
it right and I should not have to "feel" it right - If I punish myself then I should be able to avoid 
punishment by the Law - I should not get punished when I am already punishing myself
God's Law: Each law deals with and addresses both the cause (relating to why the human used 
their will to disobey or obey the law) and the effect (the fact that the human did so use their will in a
loving or unloving manner)
Human Law: Law only deals with disobedience, and then does not fully address the effect but 
rather only provides "punishment" to act as a deterrent to further disobedience. Does not address the
cause of any action, and does not reward loving action.
My Erroneous "Hangover" Beliefs & Emotions: I should be able to just change my action rather 
than have to correct my attitude -  I should be able to avoid recognition of the harm I have caused to
others and the environment - God's Laws are "anally retentive"1 and "nit-picking" - God wants to 
punish me for no real reason e.g. I did not do it, I only felt it! - God's Laws will not punish me when
I don't believe I should be punished - God's Laws will not force me to face the consequences of my 
disobedience - Being happy means being able to do what I want when I want
Conclusion 
Human law hangover: Humans are "drunk" on their own perception of law - Humans see God's Law
similarly to how they see human law - Humans impose their perception of human laws on God's 
Laws - Humans create a huge amount of pain and suffering as a result of the human law "hangover"
-  Unless I personally stop treating God’s Laws like human laws, I will continue to remain unhappy 
and in pain
Summary
Human law hangover: There is an enormous difference between God's Laws and human laws - 
Each human law hangover prevents us from desiring to obey God's Laws - Sin is generated by the 
desire to avoid discovering and obeying God's Laws - Each sin creates more pain and suffering for 
humans individually and collectively

1 “An anal retentive person is a person who pays such attention to detail that it becomes an obsession and 
may be an annoyance to others”



Questions Answered 00:41:39 Alan Atkinson: Am I sinning by supporting someone trying to 
avoid a human law?
__
Human Law Hangover Q&A
Questions About: Response to human laws (and parental laws) - The law maker/enforcer is not 
able to enforce obedience to any law - The law maker/enforcer has little awareness, is imperfect and
able to fail - Laws created with a mixed and often unpredictable benefit - Laws created for the 
purpose of being a deterrent - Laws operate only if the law enforcer is aware and willing to enforce 
the law - Laws operate only on the action taken if the action is observed, processed and enforced, by
the law enforcer - Laws operate differently in each country and are inconsistently applied - Each 
law generally only has penalties when disobeyed, and then only if the disobedience is observed, 
processed and enforced, by the law enforcer - Many penalties are unloving - Obedience is rarely 
rewarded - The results are usually unpredictable - Law only deals with disobedience, and then does 
not fully address the effect but rather only provides "punishment" to act as a deterrent to further 
disobedience - Does not address the cause of any action, and does not reward loving action 
Response to God's Laws
The law maker is also the law enforcer and fully enforces obedience to every Law - The law maker 
and enforcer is infinitely and always aware, perfect and infallible - Laws created only for the benefit
of the created creatures - Laws created for the purpose of maintaining survivability, growth, and 
transformation - Laws operate whether the creature is aware or not - Laws operate on the soul, 
attitude, character, thoughts and emotions of the human - Laws operate consistently under all 
circumstances with no exceptions - Each law has loving penalties if disobeyed, and loving rewards 
when obeyed - The penalties and rewards are consistent and predictable - Each law deals with and 
addresses both the cause and the effect
Hangover attitudes & emotions towards human law / Hangover attitudes & emotions towards 
God's Laws
Questions Answered 00:01:32 Jadda Jessop: Is there a danger in measuring the law by effects 
since the human soul can effect the effects? 00:05:32 Jadda Jessop: How is it that one person can 
discover the law and utilise a law and everyone can benefit without having to learn the law for 
themselves? 00:07:36 Jadda Jessop:  Was one of the reasons why the persons who discovered the 
aerodynamic laws were able to discover the laws because they wanted to benefit others? 00:11:02 
Bruce Carrigan: Would patents be an unloving practice? 00:11:14 Bruce Carrigan: Is it unloving to 
question or oppose government laws that are not in line with God's Laws or Love Principles or 
should we just trust governments? 00:14:16 Loise White: Why didn't Jesus teach God's Laws & 
Principles in the 1st century? 00:15:07 Loise White: Why has humanity not awakened to the 
concept of God's Laws before? 00:17:09 Loise White: Will all of humanity embrace God's Laws 
when we are tired of pain and suffering? 00:19:08 Loise White: Do we need to embrace the injuries 
about parental authority before we can embrace God's Laws? 00:20:21 Loise White: Is it unloving 
to make an unconscious mistake? 00:21:13 Felix Hogel: Is the only difference between punishment 
and penalty that penalty is without anger and for everybody's happiness? 00:23:36 Dave Robinson:  
How do I stop or even grow a desire to stop treating God's Laws the same as I do human laws?
00:27:04 Jadda Jessop: Do you feel adding positive compensation to human law for obedience is a 
good idea?
Questions Answered (group 2):  00:01:34 Paige Willoughby: Is the desire to live in harmony with 
self responsibility the key to exposing and deconstructing all my hangover beliefs and emotions? 
00:08:47 Paige Willoughby:  Is the reason I am not aware of loving rewards due to the fact that I 
choose to ignore or deny the loving correction and penalties when I disobey God's Principles and 
Laws? 00:16:44 Nicky Primetica: If current human laws are not ultimately in harmony with God's 
Laws but assist in the governance of humans in our current condition, will God still support those 
laws? 00:19:22 Nicky Primetica: As human law makers strongly believe that penalties and 
punishments are necessary to maintain order, has this attitude predominantly come from the 
priesthood and their fear-mongering attitudes to get others to conform to their false beliefs about 



God? 00:23:11 Nicky Primetica: I have a feeling that in order to implement God's Laws on Earth, 
the earth would be sectioned by Law, not country borders as it currently is. How do you feel about 
this? 00:26:36 Nicky Primetica: If there are sections in different countries would that encourage 
people in lower conditions to go through those lessons? 00:28:24 Nicky Primetica: If somebody 
first embraces loving concepts and ideas then can celestial spirits assist them to implement those 
ideas and laws? 00:29:38 Rachael Bush: Is it a requirement of God's Law to obey human laws even 
if it limits your free will but is not being unloving to others? 00:32:54 Rachael Bush: Is it loving to 
not obey laws of a country that I find unloving, feel are unjust, or that seem to oppress my will? 
00:35:06 Peter Lytton-Hitchins:  Can you share what happens in our soul when we are obeying law 
through fear compared to a desire to obey? 00:36:04 Peter Lytton-Hitchins: Does obeying law 
through fear come from parental upbringing and education at school? 00:38:23 Peter Lytton-
Hitchins: If we are law abiding citizens when we are just terrified to disobey, from God's
perspective are we still breaking law?
__
Compensation Principles
Terms: Compensation principles are will-based, and will be discussed in relation to self-aware 
beings with free will. The human soul (not the body or spirit body) is a self-aware being with the 
ability to express free will depending on development and as such is the highest creation.
Self-Responsibility is the law based requirement of self-awareness, to seek truth, love and 
understanding of all principles of Love and law, and the loving ownership and expression of one's 
will, desire, passion, emotion, attitudes, intentions, thoughts and actions in harmony with God's 
Principles and laws.
Compensation is the reward provided to the soul and its environment for self-responsibility (the 
obedience to God's Principles), or the corrective penalty enforced upon the soul and its environment
for the disobedience to God's Principles.
Summary: Compensation principles: Educate the human soul about the concept of sin - Provide 
compensation (reward or correction) to the soul - Ensure self-responsibility is the measure for 
compensation - Force the highest creation to be responsible and accountable - Compensate 
consistently and predictably according to the soul's actual level of self-responsibility whether the 
external environment is affected or not
Definition (What the principles are): The law shall provide compensation to the soul and its 
environment - The law shall ensure self-responsibility is the measure for compensation - The law 
shall ensure that the highest creation is made responsible and accountable for its own level of self-
responsibility via compensation - The law shall have a consistent compensatory effect according to 
the soul's level of self-responsibility whether the external environment is affected or not by the 
soul's emotions, decisions, and actions
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): To compensate the highest creation for its own
level of self-responsibility - To educate the highest creation that love creates pleasure and sin 
creates pain - To educate the highest creation that the gift of free will brings responsibilities - To 
create the framework for evolution and devolution of the soul - To allow intelligent creations to 
solve problems associated with cause & effect - To generate within the highest creation a desire for 
truth and love - To build on the Responsibility principle to create the foundation for God's highest 
principles that apply to the human soul such as will, desire, redemption and transformation
Application (The creation and laws affected): All laws governing the human soul - All laws 
governing the creations of the human soul - A secondary effect on all laws and all creation
Notes: Sins committed by others that affect me attract pleasurable compensation and
allowance towards me - Sins committed by me that affect others trigger a pleasurable compensation
and allowance towards others -  Sins committed by me attract a negative penalty towards myself - 
Sins committed by any person trigger a negative penalty toward those who committed the sin 
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God feels Love always rewards self-responsibility
- God was not reckless in creating Her highest creation - God has taken responsibility for Her 
creation of the highest creation - God wants the highest creation to understand how to enjoy life - 



God loves all creation enough to restrict the highest creation - God loves rewarding those who act 
lovingly - God feels joy comes from self-responsibility - God feels everything is connected, and 
nothing operates in a vacuum - God feels love provides loving limitations and takes corrective 
action - God honours free will choices and decisions - God feels humans must take full 
responsibility for their own creations - God feels the heart-felt condition of the human is of extreme 
importance - God believes in and supports the redemption of the human towards goodness - God 
feels recovery from bad choices is possible since he made it possible
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity and Aerodynamics: Compensation is 
provided, through the form of physical, emotional, and spiritual pleasure or pain, for obedience or 
disobedience to the laws of gravity or aerodynamics. The amount of compensation is applied
consistently based upon the level of self-responsibility and the intention of the individual. Law of 
Cause & Effect: Ensures individuals are compensated for the cause that exists within them based 
upon their level of self-responsibility so that the individual is educated about the relationship 
between causes and effects, and can take actions to remove causes that generate undesired or 
painful effects. Law of Compensation: This law merges the principles of Will, Desire, Scope, 
Hierarchy, Responsibility and Compensation into a single complete law system that is then applied 
to the human soul itself, and in a secondary manner, to all of creation. Provides rewards and 
corrections. Law of Repentance: Repentance is God's desired attitude from the human towards 
disobedience to all law. Repentance would not be possible as a concept if Compensation principles 
did not exist. i.e. Compensation provides the measure of whether something is "good" (in harmony 
with Love) or "bad" (out of harmony with Love). Without the measure, no repentance is possible. 
Disobedience without compensation would result in no correction of disobedience, and therefore 
repentance for disobedience would also not be possible..
Conclusion: Compensation principles: Ensure that God's highest creation becomes aware of and is 
compensated (rewarded or corrected) for the manner in which it engages self-responsibility. 
Compensation principles are also linked to scope, hierarchy, governance and responsibility, and 
form a foundation for God's highest principles that apply to the human soul such as will, desire, 
redemption and transformation. Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, 
thoughts and actions that oppose compensation principles including: Feeling that disobedience will 
never be penalized or corrected and obedience will never be rewarded - Feeling they can sin with 
impunity, minimizing and justifying sin - Feeling that they only sin if they act (e.g. get your 
"sexual" appetite anywhere, release it at home) - Complaining about the negative compensation 
effects that the person has created through their own free will choices, etc
Questions About: (...as in other principles)
Questions Answered (group 1): 00:17:00 Rita Hogel:  Can we remove the causes of our sin or is it
that only God can remove the causes of sin? 00:30:46 Deidre Amos: Jesus helps the audience to see 
that self responsibility is an on or off condition based upon desire 00:34:54 Deidre Amos: What do 
you mean by the definition "The law shall ensure self-responsibility is the measure for 
compensation"? 00:42:47 Deidre Amos: Can you please give an example for the following 
statement "sins committed by others that affect me attract pleasurable compensation and allowance 
towards me"? 00:55:26 Jennifer Heibloem: If our development is less does it mean we are more 
under Compensation Law? 00:57:15 Jennifer Heibloem: How do Compensation Principles treat a 
person with less learning capacity? 00:58:38 Yvonne Joy Harris: Are the injuries of wanting others 
to do things for us all because of a lack of self responsibility? 01:02:11 Natalie Mann: To engage 
the process of repentance is it as simple as wanting to be accountable for my actions? 01:04:51 
Natalie Mann: Is it my seeking to know that will help me to awaken to my sin?
Questions Answered (group 2): 00:09:53 Lani Reid: Is a desire to fix up my impure desire an 
unloving desire? 00:11:07 Lani Reid: So have I been worried about the outcome rather than 
examining my real desire? 00:11:59 Lani Reid: If my desire is pure, can God bring me many more 
possibilities and potentials? 00:15:50 Example: Compensation for a man stealing my car 00:19:01 
Peter Lytton-Hitchins:  Referring the example, does compensation go further and analyse all of the 
causes of an outcome? 00:20:39 Rui Henriques: How does God know that my anger was triggered 



from the actions of another person? 00:22:05 Elvira Gregorich: Referring the example, are parents 
responsible for their child's sin partially or fully? 00:22:49 Elvira Gregorich: Aren't most of my 
choices my own responsibility? 00:23:20 Elvira Gregorich: Even if your family believes stealing is 
OK, surely there are other messages from society that stealing is not OK? 00:25:06 Claudia 
Vandenameele: How come we get allowance from God while we have attracted the event in the first
place? 00:26:02 Adria Escudero: If I stole your care, and you got angry, why would your anger get 
a positive compensatory benefit? 00:28:05 Mary: Is it also because we have this black and white 
"you're to blame and I'm not" thinking rather than considering the myriad of variables that God 
considers? 00:48:57 Katrina Bailey:  What is the timeframe in which God applies compensation; 
either a reward or correction? 00:50:10 Joyce Thompson: If the Law of Compensation is immediate 
upon the soul, how soon does this manifest in the body and life and is there always an obvious 
connection? 00:57:10 Anna MacDonald: Why are some of us so inherently afraid of responsibility? 
01:04:31 Maximilian Ferraiuolo:  Is self responsibility the measure for compensation because once 
a person takes personal responsibility for their sin, they have a sincere desire to correct the cause 
and the effect of their sin; they are already doing what compensation would do? 01:06:48 Paige 
Willoughby: Could you please elaborate on the objective "to educate the highest creation that the 
gift of free will brings responsibilities"?
___
Session 2 Review, Conclusion & Homework
Mary reviews and concludes the "Order Principles" session, and gives some homework to the 
participants for the following day
Introduction
Order Principles
How the human soul fits into the Universe
How the human soul affects the Universe itself
How the human soul affects the lower creations within the Universe
What role the human soul has within the Universe
God's Universe diagram
Definitions
Human Will is the genuine personal expression of the gift of Free Will, is determined by the 
current soul based emotional condition, is developed by desire, is measured by its relative harmony 
with God's Principles, and drives the thoughts, beliefs, attitudes, actions, allowance of inspiration 
and response to memories of the individual
Self-Responsibility is the Law based requirement of self-awareness, to seek truth, love and 
understanding of all principles of Love and Law, and the loving ownership and expression of one's 
will, desire, passion, emotion, attitudes, intentions, thoughts and actions in harmony with God's 
Principles and Laws.
Role-Responsibility is the assignment of specific roles of governance in God's Universe dependent 
upon development, self-responsibility, and according to one's nature.
Compensation is the reward provided to the soul and its environment for self- responsibility (the 
obedience to God's Principles), or the corrective penalty enforced upon the soul and its environment
for the disobedience to God's Principles.
Presentation Reviews (only some of the homework):
How am I living in and/or out of harmony with Hierarchy/Governance principles?
Responsibility principles
Conclusion: Responsibility principles ensure that God's highest creation is self-responsible, and is 
given role responsibilities in line with individuality and development. Scope, hierarchy, 
governance, responsibility and compensation form a foundation for principles that apply to the 
potentials of the human soul such as will, desire, redemption and transformation. 
Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose responsibility principles including: Wanting to be saved (by God, Jesus, parents, friends, 
partners, others) from the results of my creations - Not taking responsibility for my emotions, 



desires, words or actions - Wanting power without responsibility or development - Wanting role-
responsibility without self-responsibility - Placing people in positions of societal power (role 
responsibility) when they are not self responsible - Looking up to and seeking guidance, 'truth' and 
'love' from people who are not self responsible (e.g. family, gurus, teachers, counsellors, etc) 
Homework. Harmony: How am I living in and/or out of harmony with Responsibility principles? 
Responsibility: What do I think it means to be fully self-responsible? How am I taking full 
responsibility for self? Would God give me role-responsibility given my current level of self- 
responsibility?
Compensation: How am I living in and/or out of harmony with Compensation principles?
Conclusion: Order Principles: Presentations pertain primarily to the laws governing the human soul
itself. The "Order Principles" session primarily discussed some of the principles that determine the 
laws associated with how the human soul FITS INTO the Universe - Next session: Soul Specific 
Principles: "Soul Specific Principles" is the next 2 day session. The "Soul Specific Principles" 
session primarily discusses some of the principles that determine laws that govern the POTENTIAL
of the human soul within the universe and how the human soul progresses or evolves, or regresses 
and devolves. 
Questions Answered 00:44:39 David Ryan: Question about Question 2: What do I think it means 
to be fully self-responsible? 00:46:50 Rita Hogel:  Can I be my own law enforcer while I am still 
undeveloped? Group 2: 00:28:51 Rebecca Johnstone: Would you say it is good to reflect about the 
consequences for my injuries to develop a desire to change those injuries? 00:29:37 Laura Tolli: Is 
there a way to utilise question 4 so it is not a yes or no answer?
__
Session 2. Reminders & Homework Review
Mary works through reminders from the previous "Order Principles" session and reviews the 
homework
Introduction
Structure of reminders and homework: Will present reminders of each presentation for the 
"Order Principles" session - When get to each one of God's Principles, will ask the homework 
question: How am I living in and/or out of harmony with the "Order Principles"? When get to 
Responsibility principles will ask the additional questions: What do I think it means to be fully self-
responsible? How am I taking full responsibility for self? Would God give me role-responsibility 
given my current level of self-responsibility?
Presentation Reminders: Order Principles: How the human soul fits into the Universe - How the 
human soul affects the Universe itself - How the human soul affects the lower creations within the 
Universe - What role the human soul has within the Universe
Questions Answered:  00:42:00 Jennifer Chadwick: Can I be self responsible while I still have a 
facade? 00:42:57 Jennifer Chadwick: Can we be fully responsible in one area of our life and not be 
in another?
____



Introducing Soul Specific Principles

Soul Specific Principles session covers God's Principles that allow:
The human soul half's potential and the complete soul's potential of expression while connected to 
the spirit and physical bodies in the physical universe - The human soul's potential in: The soul 
universe - Other universes which may come into existence due to the future transformation of the 
human soul - The potential discovery of higher parts of the human soul which either come into 
existence, or which have always been present, but which can only exist in higher universes - The 
potential of the human soul to create higher universes
Terms Used
 Hierarchical universes can be constructed, each one governing and containing multiple universes 
of the lower hierarchical type.
 Physical universes are the lowest human based hierarchical universes and are the physical and 
spiritual universes (complete with all spheres) able to be perceived through the senses of the 
physical and spiritual bodies.
 Soul universe is the current highest human based hierarchical universe. It can only be perceived by
the soul in a self-aware state and also contains unaware souls.
 Will is the genuine personal expression of the gift of Free Will, is determined by the current soul 
based emotional condition, is developed by desire, is measured by its relative harmony with God's 
Principles, and drives the thoughts, beliefs, attitudes, actions, allowance of inspiration and response 
to memories of the individual. 
 Desire or aspiration is the genuine expression of current soul based faith, can only occur in self-
aware beings, is measured by its relative harmony with God's Principles, is expressed as an intended
or aspired to soul based emotional state, motivates future will based decisions, choices and actions, 
and differs from instinctual need.
 Sin is the existence of will or desire in disharmony with God's Principles whether the will or desire 
is acted upon or not.
 Human redemption is the process of paying the penalty for and removing sin from the human 
soul in order to recover the human soul back to its created pristine condition. It is a will based self 
reliant process that involves the enforced painful release of emotion. Forgiveness is accomplished 
through emotional "forgetfulness" of past sin and the correction of the desire to sin.
 Divine redemption occurs only through a personal relationship with God, and is the process of 
wilfully desiring and engaging God's Help to remove sin from the soul. It recognizes that only God 



can remove all the effects of our sin, asks God to help removing the cause of sin, to receive God's 
Truth on all matters, and to eventually obtain immortality.
 Transformation is the potentiality offered to the human soul with sincere and passionate desire to 
exceed its original created condition and potentials as a human, and to allow God's Personal Love to
be absorbed by the soul in order to transform the soul into an immortal Divine creature with the 
potential of infinite expansion. Transformation principles are the most complex principles.
Soul specific principles (this session):  Will, Desire, Redemption, Transformation
Will:  Human will is driven by the soul's current condition and determines what the soul will
automatically do in the current moment unless desire is engaged to progress or regress.
Desire: Human desire is driven by what the soul currently has faith in and determines what the soul 
desires in and for its future. Desire can be positive and drive progression, or negative and drive 
regression.
Redemption: Redemption is a process by which the human itself can return either to its original 
created condition (human redemption), or to a new condition which prepares the soul for a 
relationship with God.
Transformation: Transformation is the potential offered to the human soul with sincere and 
passionate desire to exceed its original created condition and potentials as a human, and allows 
God's Personal Love to be absorbed by the soul in order to transform the soul into an immortal 
Divine creature with the potential of infinite expansion. Transformation principles are the most 
complex principles.
Conclusion. Summary
The "Soul Specific Principles" session discusses some of the principles that determine Laws that 
govern the potential of the human soul within the universe and how the human soul progresses or 
evolves, or regresses and devolves through the universe and how the human soul obtains these 
potentials.
___
Human Will Principles 
Jesus briefly summarizes how God's Laws respond to human will, and gives examples of how these 
Human Will Principles are built into God's Laws and act upon all matter according to the human 
soul's current condition
Terms: 
Free Will is the God given gift of the ability to be a self-aware being able to make self-responsible 
and self-generated decisions and choices, and able to have desires which come from self-awareness 
rather than instinct. 
Will is the genuine personal expression of the gift of Free Will, is determined by the current soul 
based emotional condition, is developed by desire, is measured by its relative harmony with God's 
Principles, and drives the thoughts, beliefs, attitudes, actions, allowance of inspiration and response 
to memories of the individual. 
Will is driven by the soul's current condition and determines what the soul will automatically do in 
the current moment unless desire is engaged to progress or regress.
Summary: Human Will   principles: Ensure all laws respond to the will of the human - Ensure all 
laws satisfy the will used in harmony with God's Love and correct the will used in disharmony with 
God's Love - Give power and joy to God's Highest Creation to create independently, to govern, to 
be responsible, compensated and redeemed
Definition (What the principles are): The law shall provide compensation to the soul and its 
environment - The law shall ensure self-responsibility is the measure for compensation - The law 
shall ensure that the highest creation is made responsible and accountable for its own level of self-
responsibility via compensation - The law shall have a consistent compensatory effect according to 
the soul's level of self-responsibility whether the external environment is affected or not by the 
soul's emotions, decisions, and actions
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): To allow God's Highest Creation to create 
independently - To ensure God's Highest Creation governs and is self-responsible - To give role-



responsibility to humans who are self-responsible - To enforce compensation to humans for the use 
of will - To ensure that all creation responds to human governance - To ensure God's Laws create 
attractions based upon will - Compensation, responsibility, governance, redemption and 
transformation principles are applied uniquely to humans because of the gift of free will
Application (The creation and laws affected): All laws governing the human soul - All laws 
governing the creations of the human soul - A secondary effect on all laws and all creation
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God respects and honours His gifts to humans
- God generously desires humans to experience the joy of creation - God feels that real joy comes 
from being self-responsible - God feels love involves providing potentials for the expression of will 
- God wants us to be emotional beings with capacity for happiness
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity and Aerodynamics: Engaging the laws of
aerodynamics is only possible for humans by using will to understand the laws. Compensation is 
applied for will based engagement with both laws. Law of Attraction: Our will (current soul based 
condition) determines what we currently attract. All attractions either correct or reward our 
condition. Determining attractions with the mind is a pointless exercise. Law of Cause & Effect: 
Human health is only possible by understanding the relationship between the unloving use of our 
will and disease or sickness occurring in the human body. Each specific disease or sickness results 
from a specific unloving emotion, either directed towards self, another person, or the environment. 
Redemption of the human soul: Redemption principles operate automatically to change the will 
by causing the creation of pain when we sin and the release of pain when the pain becomes too 
intense to suppress within us. Redemption principles can be engaged with desire by making a 
choice to emotionally engage forgiveness and repentance with faith in emotional release being of 
benefit, which rapidly speeds the process of redemption. Redemption principles can be engaged 
with God, by sincerely desiring God's love and forgiveness (the desire is repentance), which has the
added benefit of preparing the soul through prayer for the reception of God's Love and the 
establishment of a relationship with God. Development of the human soul: Development of the 
human soul (to the perfect natural human) is possible without awareness due to the Laws of 
Compensation and principles of redemption operating upon the will. i.e. By causing the creation of 
pain when we sin and the release of pain when the pain becomes too intense to control. Eventually 
development results in the redemption of the human soul to the point of the perfect natural human, 
but no further development can be obtained without desire.
Conclusion: Human Will principles: Human Will principles allow the human soul to be the 
creation at the top of the hierarchy system, to be responsible, to govern, and be compensated and 
redeemed. Human Desire principles allow the potential for change, growth, development and 
transformation of the human soul into a Divine being with immortality.
Will is driven by the soul's current condition and determines what the soul will automatically do in 
the current moment unless desire is engaged to progress or regress.
Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose human will principles including: Attempting to use will-power to change - Refusing to 
admit to my current emotional condition - Refusing to admit my sin - Refusing self-awareness, 
pride, being driven by addiction, acting upon unloving desires (causing my will condition to 
degrade) - Denying responsibility for my will (denying I have choice) - Blaming others for the use 
of my will (my past pain, others in my life), etc
Questions About: (...as in other principles)
Questions Answered (group 1): 00:15:12 Arvarna Lowe: After we get into harmony with the Law 
does it take some time before we feel the reward? 00:16:08 Tristan Miller: Does being sincere mean
being sincere emotionally, rather than just doing the "right" thing while not feeling sincere? 
00:17:03 Felix Hogel: Do you mean we get rewarded for automatic feelings and actions that are in 
harmony with God's Laws? 00:18:32 Felix Hogel: If I give a gift and have faith that God will 
reward me, is that a sincere desire? 00:19:08 Felix Hogel: Isn't it faith that God will reward good 
deeds that drives us to act lovingly?
Questions Answered (group 2): 00:12:55 Bruce Carrigan: Is our will like our facade? 00:14:39 



Laurleen Lee:  When we are a child does our parents' will become our own will, and if so, how do 
we ever change? 00:15:19 Alwyn Campbell: I am not clear about how a person in a dark condition 
can be attracted to a lighter person for inspiration? 00:25:49 Karen Pronk: If I attract good people in
my life who help me, does that mean I have a stronger emotion causing that attraction? 00:33:26 
Adria Escudero: Can I use will power to start up my desire for change?
___
Human Desire Principles 
Jesus briefly summarizes how God's Laws respond to human desire, and gives examples of how 
these Human Desire Principles are built into God's Laws and act upon all matter according to the 
human soul's current faith
Terms: Human Desire or Aspiration is the genuine expression of current soul based faith, can 
only occur in self-aware beings, is measured by its relative harmony with God's Principles, is 
expressed as an intended or aspired to soul based emotional state, motivates future will based 
decisions, choices and actions, and differs from instinctual need.
Desire is driven by what the soul currently has faith in and determines what the soul desires in and 
for its future.
If will and desire are in harmony change is not possible
Summary: Human Desire principles: Ensure all laws respond to the desire of the human - Ensure 
all laws satisfy the desire used in harmony with God's Love and correct the desire used in 
disharmony with God's Love - Allow the potential for change, growth, development and 
transformation of the human soul into a Divine being with immortality by engaging God's 
Principles of Redemption and Transformation
Definition (What the principles are): The Law shall respond to desire - The Law shall satisfy desire 
used in harmony with God's Principles - The Law shall correct desire used out of harmony with 
God's Principles
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): To allow God's Highest Creation to change 
and grow irrespective of its current soul condition or external environmental factors - To allow 
God's Highest Creation to experience the happiness of having desires in harmony with Love 
satisfied - To allow God's Highest Creation to experience the pain of having desires out of harmony 
with Love satisfied - To ensure that humans see the true effect of their desires upon creation - To 
ensure God's Laws create attractions based upon desire - To ensure new potentials exist for humans 
based upon desire - To ensure that "wish and desire is closely interwoven with the opportunity for 
gratification" Aphraar, Through the Mists - New potentialities of Compensation, Responsibility, 
Governance, Redemption and Transformation principles are enabled by human desire
Application (The creation and laws affected): All laws governing the human soul - All laws 
governing the creations of the human soul - A secondary effect on all laws and all creation
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God respects and honours His Gifts to humans - 
God generously desires humans to experience the joy of desire - God feels that real joy is 
experienced by having loving desires satisfied - God's Love provides potentials that result from the 
expression of desire - God wants humans to be desirous beings with new aspirations - God feels 
desire is an essential part of living - God feels love gives humans the potential to change
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity and Aerodynamics: Engaging the laws of
aerodynamics was only possible for humans by someone using their desire with faith to understand 
the laws. Desire is rewarded by knowledge being obtained. Law of Attraction: Our desire (genuine
expression of soul based faith) determines what we attract now to enable change. All attractions 
"satisfy" our current desire, even when those desires are unloving. Unloving desires can be 
measured by the pain they create. Human hunger:  True hunger compared to addictive eating. True
hunger is an automatic animal instinct necessary for survival of the body connected to an 
undeveloped soul. Addictive hunger is a desire to satisfy the demands of our current emotional 
condition (our will). Redemption of the human soul: Redemption principles operate automatically
to change the will by causing the creation of pain when we sin and the release of pain when the pain



becomes too intense to suppress within us. Redemption principles can be engaged with desire by 
making a choice to emotionally engage forgiveness and repentance with faith in emotional release 
being of benefit, which rapidly speeds the process of redemption. Redemption principles can be 
engaged with God, by sincerely desiring God's love and forgiveness (the desire is repentance), 
which has the added benefit of preparing the soul through prayer for the reception of God's Love 
and the establishment of a relationship with God. Transformation of the human soul: 
Transformation of the human soul (into the Divine angel) is not possible without desire. Desire 
draws Transformation principles into play in Laws operating upon the human soul, and desire for 
God also engages God's Desire to transform the human through the transmission of God's Love into
the human soul. The subsequent result is not only an increasing relationship with God, but, due to 
the reception of God's Love, the transformation of the soul itself into a new creature with increased 
current capabilities and future potentials.
Conclusion: Human Desire principles: Human Desire principles allow the potential for change, 
growth, development and transformation of the human soul into a Divine being with immortality. 
Human Will principles allow the human soul to be the creation at the top of the hierarchy system, to
be responsible, to govern, and be compensated and redeemed. 
Desire is driven by what the soul currently has faith in and determines what the soul desires in and 
for its future. If will and desire are in harmony change is not possible.
Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose human desire principles including: The concept that desire must be suppressed to attain 
spiritual enlightenment - Constantly needing to be inspired - Resisting the development of my own 
aspirations - Resisting the development of faith - Remaining ignorant of my own potential - 
Refusing to recognize and respond to my own desires (either acting upon loving desires or 
removing the causes of unloving desires) - Telling myself I have 'desire' for something when my 
actions do not reflect this desire and my will does not change, etc
Questions About: (...as in other principles)
Questions Answered (group 1): 00:14:50 Hunter Lydon: Are you suggesting that we should 
question our will and desire all the time? 00:16:21 Natalie Mann: Is the "seeking heart" a person 
who sincerely challenges themselves with questions? 00:16:40 Natalie Mann: Is experimenting with
desire bringing oneself into harmony with self responsibility?
Questions Answered (group 2): 00:13:57 Rebecca Johnstone: How would you experiment with 
your current beliefs if your current beliefs are damaging to others? 00:19:49 Adria Escudero: If I do
not have a desire stop sinning and will power does not work, what can I do? 00:24:21 Eloisa 
Lytton-Hitchins: How do I continue to nurture my desire to continue my progression rather than 
holding onto current "good" experiences? 00:26:45 Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins: If I exercise my desire 
to deal with my current condition, then does my will change? 00:31:25 Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins: So 
are you saying that releasing our emotions is extremely important for our progression? 00:32:00 
Nicky Primetica: So is prayer so important because it is an expression of my desire for God and 
God's Help? 00:44:47 Lani Reid: Can you use desire to stop giving your governance away to other 
people? 00:48:10 Kate Eckersall: How does the desire apply to the 14 souls who have returned back
to earth in their current condition?
___
Human Will & Desire Principles Q&A
Questions About
Human Will & Desire - What the principles are - Why the principles are applied to law - The 
creation and Laws affected by the principles - What the principles reveal about God - Examples of 
the principles' applications in Law - How will and desire operate together to create change
Questions Answered (group 1): 00:01:14 Natalie Mann: I thought my soul and errors I have 
absorbed drove my thoughts and beliefs, can you clarify how it is my will that does this?
00:02:24 Natalie Mann: What is the difference between human use of will and God's Gift of Free 
Will to the human? 00:03:27 Diana Marshall: When a desire is felt and will is developed towards 
attaining the desire, aren't will and desire now in harmony? 00:05:20 Diana Marshall: I thought I 



could drive my will to develop a desire, but this is not going to help me isn't? 00:08:04 Mary: 
Example of difference between will and desire in context of becoming at-one with God. 00:10:59 
Carol Parrett: If I have a desire to change based on getting away from pain, will that help me change
while I am developing faith and love for God and God's Law? 00:14:10 Igor Shakhanov: What 
principals or laws influence or cause the inception of desire? 00:20:45 Inger Appelgren: Could 
giving up or not engaging any desire in a loving way, feed another person with unloving intentions 
and desires (like a dictator) in the same way as giving up your will could? 00:21:23 Inger 
Appelgren: Do we contribute to the bad state of the world if we don't engage our desire in a loving 
way? 00:23:16 Inger Appelgren: Why are most parents resistant to allowing their children to 
develop their own desires and go their own way? 00:27:52 Felix Hogel: Do God's Laws respond to 
my desire before responding to my will? 00:30:29 Raj Miles: Where did my desire go? 00:35:48 
Natalie Mann:  If desire is faith, then if I don't have faith is it actually possible for me change? 
00:38:33 Glenn Kelly:  How can I get my desires in harmony with what God wants for me? 
00:40:58 Yvonne Joy Harris:  What drives the need to be inspired continuously? 00:45:03 Melinda 
Tanner: Are most human instinctual needs based on addictions? 00:46:30 Melinda Tanner: Do we 
have a need to be safe? 00:48:00 Melinda Tanner: Do I have an instinct to grow? 00:51:23 Shula 
Davies: If we choose to do nothing does our soul automatically degrade? 00:54:43 Teresa French: If
we only do things we want to do, even if the want is unloving, wouldn't that be a faster way to see if
we are out of harmony with God, rather than wanting to do something but not doing it? 00:58:44 
Lena Shakhanova:  I don't understand how my soul condition can have a different will and a desire?
01:03:45 Gabee Poly:  Are you saying that if will and desire are the same I am immovable? 
01:05:17 Julie Cameron: Is repentance using will or desire?
Questions Answered (group 2): 00:02:05 Karen Henry: Can God gift us faith that increases our 
desire? If yes, what determines the reception of the gift of faith? Is it desire? 00:03:22 Karen Henry:
Does the reception of God's Love always enable new desires (and greater faith) because you're now 
more in harmony with God's Principles? 00:06:37 Patricia Sanders: Is faith the confidence that we 
can accomplish what we desire? 00:10:09 Pierre Joseph:  Is our level self responsibility measured 
by our current will unless we have a desire more in harmony with God's Laws to increase it or a 
desire less in harmony to lower it? 00:18:28 Rahni Longden: You said "if will and desire are in 
harmony change is not possible"; how does this relate to when they are both in harmony with love 
and truth? 00:20:40 Kerry Foley:  Can you explain what new potentialities of Compensation, 
Responsibility, Governance, Redemption & Transformation Principles enabled by human desire 
means? 00:23:07 Kerry Foley: Would you say that desire pulls you through your current will state 
to change of your current condition? 00:25:02 Maximilian Ferraiuolo: From God's perspective is 
human free will predictable or predetermined? 00:29:46 Hunter Lydon: If we act on what we think 
are our desires but don't always feel great doing them, is it because they aren't our true desires or are
we just being insincere? 00:33:45 David Raizman: Can the intensity of our desire grow as we 
engage it and refine our use of it? 00:35:01 Lani Reid: Can you please describe the process of 
purifying desire and how it can change the will? 00:41:07 Nicky Primetica: Do our guides first try 
to inspire us and then slowly "back off" to help us see the importance of our desire in determining 
our future? 00:44:47 Rebecca Johnstone: If God wants us to be emotional beings with capacity for 
happiness, why did God create us only with the capacity to be happy? 00:48:10 Rebecca Johnstone: 
Are we neutral towards our soulmate in our first incarnation? 00:49:21 Monique De Martin: Could 
dreaming up or imagining what I'd like to be and how I'd like to treat people be a way of igniting 
desire?
___
God's Authority 
Jesus analyses the subject of loving authority, what God's Authority is, what God has authority 
over, what humans have authority over, the results of accepting or rejecting God's Authority, and 
answers audience questions on the subject
Introduction 
Human law "hangover" & authority: The manner in which those in authority (parents, teachers, 



custodians, law-makers and law-enforcers) treat children creates a "hangover" that has a major 
influence upon how each human adult views authority, and in particular views God's Authority
Definitions
Authority: The label given to the sum total of God's Principles of Scope, Hierarchy, Governance, 
Responsibility and Compensation working in unison through Laws that force assignment of 
authority to each soul that creates - Each soul is the highest authority over its creations as long as all
constituent elements of its creation have been created by that soul
Love: God's definition of Love includes each soul: Governing and having power over its own 
creation - Being the highest point of hierarchy over its own creation - Having the final responsibility
for its own creation - Being compensated for the results of its own creation
God's Authority
Scope of God's Authority: God is the Great Oversoul and has immutable authority over all of 
God's Principles, Laws and Creation, and potential Laws and Creation formed through God's 
Governing Principles, whether that authority is recognized by creation or not - God has authority 
over human creations that contain elements that God created: e.g. children (God created their soul, 
and the laws governing the bodies) e.g. elements of creation by humans that needed elements God 
created in order to exist or survive (i.e. most physical creations) - God does not have direct 
authority over human creations that do not contain elements that God created but God does have 
authority over the Principles and Laws that govern the effects of such creations
Human Authority
Scope of Human Authority: God does not have direct authority over human creations that do not 
contain elements that God created but God does have authority over the Principles and Laws that 
govern the effects of such creations. Humans have direct authority over human creations that do not
contain elements God created. e.g. sin - e.g. a child's sin - e.g. disease in the body - e.g. my soul 
based spiritual condition (except any substance that exists within the soul that is from God received 
by choice) - e.g. my emotions out of harmony with God's Principles - e.g. my creations out of 
harmony with God's Principles such as creations that pollute, damage life, etc.
God has no authority over the human use of will but does have authority over its effects upon the 
soul and the environment because he has governance over the laws that govern the soul itself - God 
expects humans to destroy their own creations that are out of harmony with God's Principles, and 
has created laws that assist the human in the destruction of such creations
Human Choices & Decisions
Accepting God's Authority: A person who emotionally accepts God's Authority automatically
loves, respects and accepts God's Personality, Attributes and Character, God's Principles, 
God's Laws and God's Creations and is more open to desiring God's Love
Rejecting God's Authority: Rejection of God's Authority: Is not possible as a real condition, but 
rather is an emotional imaginary condition created by humans - Is the choice to believe, feel and act
as if God's Authority does not exist - Is a choice to reject God's Personality, Attributes and 
Character - Results in not being able to establish a relationship with God or receive God's Love
- Will automatically create unhappiness, not only for myself but also for others - Is a part of my sin 
against the Holy Spirit
Since receiving God's Love is necessary to understand God's Principles and Laws, if I attempt
to understand God's Principles without accepting God's Authority:
I am incapable of a soul based emotional understanding God's Principles, Laws, and Creations - I 
automatically do not love and respect God - I cannot absorb God's Truth - I cannot receive God's 
Love
God's Authority: Conclusion: Rejecting God's Authority:
Actual rejection of God's Authority is not possible as a real condition, but rather is the choice to act 
as if God's Authority does not exist. When I do this I choose to reject God's Personality, Attributes 
and Character. This results in not being able to establish a relationship with God or receive God's 
Love. Acting as if God's Authority does not exist therefore automatically creates unhappiness, for 
self and others, and is a part of my sin against the Holy Spirit. 



Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose God's Authority including:
Attempting to gain direct authority over God's Creations while at the same time attempting to deny 
personal direct authority over our own creations and claim that the God has authority over them - 
Ignoring God's Principles and Laws  - Ignoring God - Telling myself that it is not practical to live in
harmony with God's Principles and Laws - Creating sin - Creating systems that damage harmony in 
the environment - Not releasing unloving emotions - Not releasing unloving beliefs - Believing and 
acting like I own other people (e.g. partners, children), etc
Summary
God's Authority: God has immutable authority over all of God's Principles, Laws and Creation - 
God has some authority over human creations that contain elements that God created - God has no 
authority over human creations that do not contain elements that God created - God has no authority
over the human use of will but does have authority over its effects upon the soul - God expects 
humans to destroy their own creations that are out of harmony with God's Principles and has created
Laws that assist the humans to do this 
Human Authority: Humans have direct authority over what they create if those creations do not 
contain elements that God created - If human creations contain elements that God created, then 
humans do not have authority over those elements - God's Laws are working to destroy human 
creations out of harmony with Love
God's Authority Q&A  - Questions About
Definitions: The definition of authority - How love involves authority 
God's Authority: Scope of God's Authority
Human Authority: Scope of human authority
Human Choice: Accepting God's Authority - Rejecting God's Authority - The infinite potentials 
lost due to rejecting God's Authority
Questions Answered (group 1): 00:20:17 Tristan Miller: Is there more compensation for creating 
something which has a purpose to harm others? 00:48:50 Alan Atkinson: When we create a service 
for humanity is it going to be supported by God or not? 00:53:53 Mary: Questions from spirits Are 
relationships and family dynamics with people on earth my creations and my responsibility? 
00:54:45 Mary: Questions from spirits: Are religious beliefs systems which I promoted while on 
earth my creations and my responsibility? 00:55:17 Mary: Questions from spirits: Are the way my 
family members abuse substances back on earth my creations and my responsibility? 00:55:58 
Mary: Questions from spirits: Am I responsible for destroying these things, how can I do that, and 
can God help me? 00:57:03 Mary: Questions from spirits: Since I am in the spirit world how can I 
correct things I have created on Earth? 00:58:22 Felix Hogel: Are you saying that my emotional 
injuries resulting in rejecting God's Authority are of highest priority to address? 00:59:28 Felix 
Hogel:  When you talk about projecting parental emotions onto God, is this the same as our issues 
with God's Authority? 01:02:25 Felix Hogel: Are you saying that a major problem is that my 
parents didn't love me and I am not giving up the hope to receive love from them? 01:03:17 Felix 
Hogel: Do people sometimes blame others besides God for their parental emotional injuries?
Questions Answered (group 2): 00:28:05 Joanne Ramundo:  Can you explain more about the 
creation of the spheres? 00:30:34 Pierre Joseph: Why did God create potential for anger? 00:33:21 
Catherine Spence:  Isn't the disease a result of sin? 00:41:36 Sandra Tuszynska: In the book "The 
World Unseen" great artists created art in the spirit world, so will it last? 00:51:02 Fab Tolli: Can 
one person who has accepted God's Authority effect many people in a positive way?
00:55:54 Kerry Foley:  Can you please explain further "each soul is the highest authority over its 
creations as long as all constituent elements of its creation have been created by that soul"? 
00:59:30 Paige Willoughby: With regards to "God expects humans to destroy their own creations 
that are out of harmony with God's Principles, and has created laws to assist us in destroying them";
could you give examples? 01:02:39 Pierre Joseph: How can we get to love God's Authority? Can 
you share also your personal experience about it in the first century and in this incarnation? 
01:05:46 Phoebe Bruce: Are you saying that although God did not create, for example, my facade, 



and does not have authority over it; because my facade harms God's Creations (which he does have 
authority over), he is attempting to destroy it? 01:08:42 Phoebe Bruce: How does God help us 
become aware of our sin and develop a desire to do something about sin? 01:09:52 David Raizman 
If God's Authority is absolute, isn't our rebellion and opposition completely futile? 01:10:47 Wayne
Shaw: To accept God's Authority, do we first need to ask God to help us remove the emotional 
blockages to God's Authority? 01:13:05 Joyce Thompson: If each physical illness has the same 
cause in each person and disease was not created by God, did God create the potential for disease 
and then the collective human soul create the disease? 01:15:24 Joyce Thompson: How did cancer 
as a disease originally come about? 01:16:06 Nicky Primetica: Since God created laws to assist us 
in the destruction of creations out of harmony with God's Principles, when God's Principles are 
engaged, can improvement occur much more rapidly than degradation occurred? 01:18:18 Karen 
Henry: Are you saying when I have emotions, desires, beliefs, etc., in my soul out of harmony with 
love, I've personally created elements and subsequent combinations of elements to form unloving 
beliefs, emotions etc., and then my soul creates disease in my bodies and other unloving creations? 
01:23:04 Karen Henry: I am doing all of this without any intellectual knowledge of the details of 
the process as it's only my soul perceptions that are capable of truly understanding this process, not 
my mind or brain?
__
Human Redemption Principles
Jesus briefly summarizes God's Principles of Human Redemption that govern the operation of God's
Laws, gives examples of the way these principles are built into God's Laws, and answers audience 
questions about the principles
Terms: Sin is the existence of will or desire in disharmony with God's Principles whether the will 
or desire is acted upon or not. Human redemption is the process of paying the penalty for and 
removing sin from the human soul in order to recover the human soul back to its created pristine 
condition. It is a will based self reliant process that involves the enforced painful experience and 
release of sin related emotion. Forgiveness is accomplished through emotional "forgetfulness" of 
past sin and correction of the desire to sin. Divine redemption occurs by desiring a personal 
relationship with God. It is the process of desiring and engaging God's Help to remove the effects of
sin and the desire to sin from the soul. It recognizes that only God can remove all the effects of sin 
(since sin affects other creations) and asks God to help remove the cause of sin within the soul.
Divine redemption is a God reliant process driven by desire that involves awakening to sin and 
becoming emotionally repentant towards God and all of God's Creations. Forgiveness is 
accomplished by God responding to the emotional repentant desire and God's Love enters the soul 
to remove the effects of sin existing in the soul, and the soul's desire to sin. During Divine 
redemption we receive God's Truth on all matters and the soul is prepared to eventually obtain 
immortality.
Summary: Human Redemption principles: Enforce compensation upon human will and desire - 
Ensure human redemption of the soul's will to recover the human soul back to its created pristine 
condition - Encourage a desire for Divine redemption to speed the recovery of the human soul, 
begin to establish and grow a relationship with God, and precondition the soul allowing 
transformation into the Divine to begin
Definition (What the principles are): The Law shall enforce compensation upon will and desire -
The Law shall ensure human redemption - The Law shall encourage Divine redemption
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): To allow the soul to recover from its own 
degradation - To repair the soul's personal relationship with all other creation and self - To allow the
removal of pain and its causes from the soul - To ensure compensation for all sins committed by the
soul - To encourage within the soul the development of a desire for a more pleasant personal life 
and a more pleasant affect on other creation - To educate the soul about the effects of sin, and to 
encourage repentance and forgiveness in relation to sins committed towards self, other humans, 
God's Creations, God's Laws, God's Principles and God Herself - To educate the soul about its own 



lack of ability and power to fully correct the results of sin without God's assistance - To encourage 
the soul to desire an ever expanding infinite relationship with God
Application (The creation and laws affected): All Laws governing the human soul - All Laws 
governing the potential of the human soul - A secondary affect on all laws and all creation
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God desires humans to recover from their own 
degradation - God desires humans to understand the cause of their own unhappiness - God desires 
close relationships between individual humans and between humans and other creations - God 
desires a loving personal relationship with every human - God rewards forgiveness and repentance -
God desires humans to realize that they need God - God desires humans to exercise desire rather 
than being motivated by fear or forced by law - God does not bear a grudge towards sinners and 
does not eternally punish them - God does not need a "sacrifice" in order to forgive sin but rather 
God prefers obedience
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Gravity and Aerodynamics: Each physical law 
has built-in properties which examine the intention and motivation of the human. If the physical law
is wilfully broken with intent to harm oneself or another soul, then there are very severe penalties 
imposed upon the soul with that intention and motivation, even if the intention was only felt rather 
than acted upon. Law of Compensation: The Law of Compensation itself involves the application 
and inclusion of every principle discussed until this point. Human Redemption principles ensure 
that Compensation principles are not permanently applied to the human soul without some remedial
feature; otherwise the result would be the human soul never being able to recover from degradation.
Redemption of the perfect natural human: Redemption principles ensure that the human, no 
matter how he or she has used his or her will or desire, can recover from all the degradation and 
return to its original created perfection. Development of relationship with God: Redemption 
principles ensure that the human can not only redeem self without God's assistance, to the point of 
its original created perfection, but can also begin to be educated about the necessity of a complete 
relationship with God and to engage God's mercy to allow self to begin transformation from its 
original created condition into another creature, the Divine angel. Redemption principles allow the 
human to see that it needs God in order to complete the process of full redemption, and therefore 
any further development must also require God.
Conclusion: Human Redemption principles: The Human Redemption principles work upon my will
to remove sin in order to recover myself back to the created pristine condition (human redemption). 
If I engage my desire, Human Redemption principles can also begin the process of entering a 
relationship with God and eventually obtain immortality (divine redemption).
Desire for Divine redemption will speed the emotional recovery of the human soul, begin to 
establish and grow a relationship with God, and precondition the soul to allow transformation into 
the Divine to begin.
Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose human redemption principles including: Rejecting the concept of sin - Wilfully sinning - 
Rejecting God's definition of love - Retaining human definitions of love - Rejecting repentance - 
Immoral and unethical emotions and actions - Remaining ignorant - Attempting to reverse sickness 
and disease through physical means, etc
Questions About: (...as in other principles)
Questions Answered (group 1): 00:18:42 Tristan Miller: Are you saying we would need a truly 
sincerely desire in order to be able to engage Divine Redemption? 00:23:23 Carina Hack: Are you 
saying there is literally a soul based record of our life after we pass into the spirit world and how or 
when do we get to see it? 00:43:38 Patty Matthews:  Are the Redemption Principles the sum of all 
Foundation, Order & Soul Principles with the objective to guide humans to desire relationship with 
God? 00:45:51 Jane Stein: Is it a human law hangover to feel that we have to figure out the causal 
emotion before we can choose to use our will differently? 00:51:37 Robert Griffiths: Could you 
give an example of how God's Law addresses both the cause and effect of sin and how it operates 
on the "soul, attitude, character, thoughts and emotions as well as the action taken"? 00:55:33 
Robert Griffiths: Is it when my will and desire are in harmony that we change positively or 



negatively? 01:01:11 Robert Griffiths: Are the effects of my sins are a lot bigger than I realize due 
to the ripple effect? 01:02:15 Rita Hogel: With repentance, if God helps remove the cause of sin is 
there still the need to experience all the painful effects?
Questions Answered (group 2): 00:14:32 Mary: Spirit Jacob 2nd Sphere: Can I have the desire to 
engage Human Redemption, rather than pain acting upon my will? 00:17:15 Rebecca Johnstone: If I
desire to release my pain/sin for the sake of others, rather than for the sake to avoid my own pain? 
00:26:48 Karen Pronk:  Would you like to use an example of Marie in the "Harvest of Jealousy" as 
an example of Human Redemption Principle? 00:28:51 Karen Pronk: Is Human Redemption 
(redemption based on our will) an automatic process? 00:30:27 Peter Lytton-Hitchins: Does self 
responsibility play the major part in redemption process? 00:33:43 Bruce Carrigan: Is it faster, 
quicker, easier, to choose redemption now while on earth? 00:34:31 Bruce Carrigan:  Will we recall
what we learnt about Divine Truth while on earth when we pass into the sprit world?
00:47:41 David Raizman: Is the hardest part to start the redemption process? 00:49:44 David 
Raizman: After engaging Divine Redemption & Transformation, will it build faith and get easier, 
even if the emotions are tougher? 00:52:20 Phoebe Bruce: Is awakening to sin the first step in the 
redemption process? 00:57:11 Phoebe Bruce: Is realising you can't fully correct sin the first step in 
Divine Redemption? 00:58:51 Karen Pronk: How does the Human Redemption Principle add to 
what the Law of Compensation is doing? Are they not the same thing? 01:00:00 Nicky Primetica: 
Would it be impossible in terms of average life expectancy on earth for someone to complete the 
Human Redemption process due to it acting on the will of an individual in comparison to the Divine
Redemption process? 01:01:09 Nicky Primetica: If we engaged in the Law of Forgiveness in 
childhood or as soon as somebody else damaged us, does that mean we would not ever require 
going through the repentance process? 01:03:01 Nicky Primetica: Hypothetically speaking, how 
long do you feel it would take if somebody just shut themselves away and focused solely on the 
process of Divine Redemption and direct engagement with God before they became at one with 
God? 01:04:10 Rebecca Johnstone: What do you mean by "God does not need a sacrifice in order to
forgive sin but rather God prefers obedience"? 01:09:10 Nicolas Schemid: If we have a pre-destiny 
to become angels, how many souls already managed to achieve this? What happens to souls never 
achieving or taking billions of years? Does this happen too?
__
Human Transformation Principles
Jesus briefly summarizes God's Principles of Human Transformation that govern the operation of 
God's Laws and determine the human soul's future potential, and gives examples of the way these 
principles are built into God's Laws
Terms: Hierarchical universes can be constructed, each one governing and containing multiple 
universes of the lower hierarchical type. Physical universes are the lowest human based 
hierarchical universes and are the physical and spiritual universes (complete with all spheres) able 
to be perceived through the senses of the physical and spiritual bodies. Soul universe is the current 
highest human based hierarchical universe. It can only be perceived by the soul senses of a soul in a
self-aware state and also contains unaware souls ready to incarnate. Transformation is the 
potentiality offered to the human soul with sincere and passionate desire to exceed its original 
created condition and potentials as a human, and to allow God's Personal Love to be absorbed by 
the soul in order to transform the soul into an immortal Divine creature with the potential of infinite 
expansion (but not infinite as God is). Transformation principles are the most complex of all of 
God's Principles.
Summary: Human Transformation principles: Allow desire driven transformation from the human 
soul into a Divine soul - Allow desire driven absorption of God's attributes by the human soul - 
Allow the entire soul (both halves) to join in full self-awareness - Assign the gift of immortality to 
the human soul who transforms - Assign the potential of infinite expansion and expression to the 
human soul
Definition (What the principles are): The law shall enable the transformation of the human into the 
Divine - The law shall offer the potential of immortality - The law shall offer other Divinely infinite



potentials to the human soul - The law shall enable the soul to create ever increasing new universes 
to allow for the soul's infinite expansion and expression  
Objectives  (Why the principles are applied to law): To create the external potential for every soul 
to understand God and receive communication and substances from God - To create the internal 
potential in every soul to understand God and receive communication and substances from God
- To ensure the soul with desire can expand in its internal capabilities and awareness enough to 
grasp, understand, receive communication and substances from God - To allow the soul with desire 
to have indisputable proof of God's Personal Love and also, as a result of receiving God's Love, 
God's Existence & Character - To ensure the soul with desire can complete the necessary 
transformation required to become Divine - To allow substantive parts of God's Attributes and 
Character to be absorbed by the human soul - To ensure the human soul is able to become immortal 
- To ensure the human soul has infinite potential - To ensure the whole soul can become self-aware
Application (The creation and laws affected): All laws governing the human soul's expression of 
desire - All laws governing the potential of the human soul - A secondary affect on all laws and all 
creation
Reveals (What the principles reveal about God): God's Love is infinitely generous - God's Love 
does not force transformation upon unaware souls - God's Love responds to sincere desire and 
longing - God has a personal interest in each person and their happiness - God desires humans to 
understand what God feels like - God desires humans to become immortal (guarantees living 
forever) - God has principles and laws that govern the flow, reception and transmission of love from
any source - God desires to share God's Attributes and Substances with all of her children - God 
desires open communication with all of Her children
Examples (The principles' applications in law): Prayer: Prayer is not governed by laws that contain
any universe. Since prayer begins in the soul and enters the soul of God (who is not contained 
within any universe but who contains all universes and potential universes infinitely), the laws that 
govern transformation of the human soul are beyond all universes. Transformation principles enable
laws governing prayer to exist and to operate in and outside of the laws governing all universes.
Prayer is an emotion felt within the soul, but since the soul is connected to the two bodies, prayer 
feels like it is coming from the bodies. 
If prayer was coming from the brain existing within the body, and was bound by the currently 
discovered laws of the physical universe and operating at the speed of light, and if God was only as 
near as the nearest star, it would take 8 years to transmit the prayer from the body to God, and 
another 8 years to receive a reply. Reception of God's Love: God's Love exists outside of all 
universes. Transformation principles allow God's Love to be received by souls who perceive 
themselves to be within the physical universe, and allow those souls to gain awareness of the union 
condition and expand beyond the soul universe into ever increasing universes of larger size. The 
unaware soul: The unaware unified soul does not and cannot exist within the physical universe. 
The unaware soul remains within the soul universe while connecting into 2 pairs of bodies (physical
and spiritual) through the instinctual incarnation process in order to engage in the embryonic stage 
of learning about itself. The physical and spiritual bodies are required by one half of the soul in 
order for the soul half to experience the physical and spiritual universe. This allows the soul half to 
be educated about love, inter-dependence, masculinity and femininity, and a huge number of other 
topics. Soul union condition: Soul union is the condition of being completely self-aware as a 
unified soul. The physical and spiritual bodies cannot enter the soul universe, but the soul, due to 
Transformation principles not only exists in the soul universe, but potentially can expand into ever 
increasing hierarchical universes made from different substances and having a larger size but still 
contained within the infinite.
Conclusion: Human Transformation principles: Human Transformation principles are the most 
highly complex principles governing God's Laws and God's Highest Creation, create laws that exist 
outside of all current universes, and also outside of any new potential universes that could exist.
Desire for and reception of God's Love is the human controlled mechanism by which 
transformation of the soul into a Divine creature occurs, and the transformed soul becomes 



completely self-aware, is assigned the gift of immortality and has the potential of infinite expansion 
and expression. 
Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, thoughts and actions that 
oppose human transformation principles including: Rejecting God - Rejecting God's Love - 
Rejecting God's Truth - Rejecting God's Principles and laws - Rejecting faith - Rejecting the 
potential of a spiritual afterlife - Agnostic or atheistic beliefs - Religious beliefs in disharmony with 
God's Love and Truth - Wilfully engaging unloving behaviour - Desiring ignorance - Retaining 
human definitions of love - Desiring to remain self reliant - Believing 'I am God' - Arrogance, 
narcissism, and desire to hold onto current self perception - Holding onto emotions that resist the 
reception of love (from any source), etc
Questions About: (...as in other principles)
Questions Answered (group 1): 00:09:07 Bruce Carrigan: In the clusters of universes you have 
illustrated with an earth at the centre, are they all surrounded by 35 spheres? 00:10:27 Sherry 
Webster: Are there other earths where people are more developed than we are on this earth? 
00:13:07 Natalie Mann: Isn't the soul union state in the 21st sphere? 00:13:58 Natalie Mann: Does 
my soul operate and affect only this universe or does it also affect the rest of the universes? 
00:23:10 Jadda Jessop: How much of God's Love do we need to receive before we are immortal? 
00:32:36 Raj Miles: How does the Holy Spirit work in transmitting God's Emotion into the soul? 
00:34:41 Raj Miles: Do I need to have a relationship with the Holy Spirit? 00:46:55 David 
Raizman: When we are in a unified soul state and we wish to travel to a lower condition do we
separate into different spirit bodies?
Questions Answered (group 2): 00:10:10 Sandra Tuszynska: Is the soul universe also 
compartmentalised so that self aware souls are not affecting souls that are not self aware yet?
00:11:23 Sandra Tuszynska: Is an incarnated soul basically like an unincarnated soul in that we are 
not really aware yet? 00:19:26 Laura Tolli: If you trusted God to become at-one with God, why is it 
so hard then to trust your other half? 00:35:22 Fab Tolli: Are our bodies inside of our own soul? 
00:36:36 Alwyn Campbell: Are you saying that we exist in multidimensional space? 00:38:48 
Mary: Group is feeling overwhelmed and questions how everything Jesus explains applies to them
00:47:57 Rachael Bush: How different is the level of development of the other earths compared to 
this one? 00:52:14 Karen Pronk: How does the potential of God withdrawing the gift of Divine 
Love fit with God's desire for humans to be happy? 00:53:24 Karen Pronk: Is God offering the gift 
of His Love based on people having a desire for it? 00:55:33 Karen Pronk: Does God want us to 
learn the lesson to receive a gift when the opportunity is offered? 00:56:57 Karen Pronk: Why does 
it feel like it is harder and harder for me to become at-one with God? 01:00:14 Rebecca Johnstone: 
In Jesus' first century life, when no one was teaching him, what was his first formulated prayer?
____
Human Transformation Principles Q&A
Questions Answered (group 1): 00:01:25 Sherry Webster: Could you clarify what you mean by 
universes? 00:02:31 Sherry Webster: Does the physical universe include Earth, the hells and 1st to 
6th spheres? 00:04:58 Sherry Webster: Does our personal responsibility increase in proportion to 
our awareness of God's Laws? 00:10:34 Yvonne Joy Harris: What other Divine potentials are 
offered to the soul and are potentials offered driven by desire? 00:13:37 Yvonne Joy Harris: Why 
did God create external and internal potentials to understand and receive communications and 
substances from God? 00:16:45 Yvonne Joy Harris: Does that mean the external rules are required 
to allow us to pray? 00:18:39 Thalia Skopellos: Why has God created us to need him? 00:24:05 
Maxine Mason: We all generally believe what our parents and teachers taught us, so why do 
children get penalized for that - it feels unfair? 00:31:42 Maxine Mason: Why am I penalized for a 
lack of self responsibility when my parents did everything for me? 00:36:04 Shula Davies: What do 
you mean by God created external and internal potentials to understand and receive 
communications and substances from God? 00:36:37 Shula Davies: How are the internal and 
external potentials different and what effect do each have on the soul? 00:38:00 Shula Davies: Do 
we begin to transform as soon as we receive God's Love or is it just when we move to the 7th 



sphere? 00:48:12 Shula Davies: If we receive God's Love do we appear different to other spirits 
who have not receive God's Love? 00:50:38 David Raizman: Can a soul in a transformed state enact
permanent change in a desirous soul or would this break the Responsibility Principles? 00:53:39 
Mary: When healing people in the 1st century did you use your personal energy to heal? 00:54:39 
Mary: When healing people are you removing sin or just the effects of sin? 00:57:44 Mary: Is there 
an energetic exchange from the soul of a developed person into the soul of a person who needs 
healing? 00:59:24 Mary: When we are speaking about a Divine Transformation, God can mitigate 
the pain the person experiences. Does the unified soul have the same power as God to act upon 
untransformed soul? 01:03:06 Jane Stein: Can we become at one with God while still rejecting 
God's Design of the soul union?
Questions Answered (group 2): 00:01:14 Claudia Vandenameele: Could you clarify the objective 
"to create the external potential for every soul to understand God and receive communication and 
substances from God"? 00:07:43 Nicky Primetica: What parts of God's Attributes & Character can 
be absorbed by the human soul? 00:14:30 Nicky Primetica: In order to be 100% aware of your own 
immortality, does that mean recognizing completely that God's Love is immortal, therefore it can 
never be taken away once received to a certain point? 00:18:37 Nicky Primetica: Since "God's 
Principles & Laws act on our desire"; does that mean our attitudes towards emotions and pain will 
change so that we come to love experiencing them as it means we have the opportunity to grow 
closer to God? 00:25:44 Richard Turner: Regarding God's Principles & Laws for Human 
Transformation; if there is a robust intellectual acceptance, contrasted by a violent emotional 
rejection, what are the chief mechanisms to address this disharmony? 00:30:07 Pierre Joseph: Is 
Transformation the process of God turning our soul from a finite creature into a potentially infinite 
creature by accepting parts of the infinite in our souls? 00:33:29 Pierre Joseph: Is receiving God's 
Love into the soul always safe? 00:35:18 Pierre Joseph: Will I always cry when I receive God's 
Love? 00:36:44 Pierre Joseph: So we need to concentrate on this desire to constantly be 
overwhelmed as this is what will allow us to receive God's Love 00:39:02 Maximilian Ferraiuolo: Is
the Holy Spirit governed by Transformation Principles? 00:40:10 Maximilian Ferraiuolo: Does this 
mean the Holy Spirit will be the messenger of God's Love, Attributes, & Character etc throughout 
our eternal development? 00:42:02 Maximilian Ferraiuolo: Can you clarify how God's Love flows 
into the soul? 00:44:01 Maximilian Ferraiuolo: Is the Holy Spirit a gift and we do not know how 
long it will be offered for? 00:45:17 Maximilian Ferraiuolo: Is the main desire that leads to the 
everlasting engagement of the Transformation Principles the sincere heartfelt desire to be closer to 
God? 00:48:21 Rebecca Johnstone: How do you desire a gift (God's Love) without expecting it? 
Isn't expecting it having faith? 00:57:31 Rebecca Johnstone: By raising children as feeling superior 
or inferior do we take away the ability of the child to receive a gift? 00:58:20 Mary: Question from 
a spirit Faith is the knowledge that the gift is possible but not that the gift is an entitlement? 
01:01:10 Mary: Question from a spirit: Is it that I must have the humble view point that as one of 
God's Children in principle God wants to love me? 01:02:14 Mary: Question from a spirit: Is my 
faith a knowledge that God wants to love me personally?
___
Knowing & Loving God
Jesus & Mary summarize the different methods that can be used to understand God's Loving Laws 
and discuss how knowing and loving God, and following God's Principles, leads us to automatically
obey all of God's Loving Laws
Introduction 
Wanting to know and love God: A person who wants to know and love someone automatically 
wants a relationship - Wanting to know and love God causes a strong desire to become at-one with 
God - The result of becoming at-one with God causes us to obey God's Principles and results in our 
automatically obeying God's Laws even if we are yet to discover them
What I Have Learned: God's Universe diagram (see above)
Principles Presented: Groups or classes of God's Principles: Foundation principles: Love, Truth, 
Life, Development, Economy, Function, Permanence, Scope. Order principles: Hierarchy, 



Governance, Responsibility, Compensation. Soul specific principles: Will, Desire, Redemption, 
Transformation  
Methods For Learning More
Method 1: Discover each of God's Laws through experimentation 
Discovery process
Have will and desire for self learning only - Measure the pain resulting from the use of will and 
desire - Realize that a law must have been broken - Attempt to find out what the law is through 
experimentation - Discover God's Truth about the law - Obey each discovered law 
Problems
Slowest method - Often the experimentation causes more pain - Process needs to be followed with 
every individual law - New laws are being created faster than we can learn about them - An almost 
infinite amount of laws exist - Understanding most laws at an intellectual level is impossible
Method 2: Learn about each of God's Laws from someone else
Learning law process
Learn God's Laws from someone else - Obey each learned law in every facet of one's life
Problems
Slow intermediate method - Requires a person who has already discovered each law - Process needs
to be followed with every individual law - New laws are being created faster than we can learn 
about them - An almost infinite amount of laws exist - Understanding most laws at an intellectual 
level is impossible 
Method 3: Learn about each of God's Principles from someone else
Learning principles process
Learn God's Principles from someone else - Obey each Principle in every facet of one's life
Problems
Faster intermediate method - Requires a person who has already discovered each Principle - Process
needs to be followed with every individual Principle - Understanding Principles at an intellectual 
level is impossible - Understanding Principles requires God's Love to be received 
Method 4: Receive Love from and learn about God
Learning principles process 
Learn God's Personality, Characteristics, Attributes, Nature and Desires from God - Live a life of 
obedience to Principle and respect of God because you desire to 
Problems
Fastest method - Understanding God requires God's Love to be received - Understanding God at an 
intellectual level is impossible - Requires the development of desire and a growth of will 
Understanding Sin
God's Principles and Laws expose sin - Sin would not exist without the existence of God's 
Principles and Laws - I cannot understand sin unless I understand God's Principles and Laws - If I 
do not understand sin, I cannot be aware of when I sin - I sin if I live in disharmony with any single 
one of God's Principles or Laws
Conclusion: Knowing & Loving God: Having a relationship with God and receiving God's Love is 
the most rapid method of coming to understand, and also to benefit from understanding, God's 
Loving Principles and Laws - A person who loves God wants to accept God's Authority, and also 
will accept God's Principles and Laws - If I do not understand God's Loving Principles and Laws 
then I will not know when I am sinning, and therefore have no awareness of how to stop or remove 
the sin
Summary: Knowing & Loving God: The fastest method to know and love God is to learn about 
God's Personality, Characteristics, Attributes, Nature and Desires from God - Once I know and love
God, understanding God's Principles and God's Loving Laws becomes possible - Once I understand
God's Loving Laws, I begin my awakening to sin.
Next Assistance Group: Understanding Sin & Its Causes: As a part of awakening to sin, I must 
understand sin and its causes. To understand sin and its causes, I must have at least a rudimentary 
understanding of God's Loving Principles and laws.



We recommend to develop a much stronger understanding of the material we have presented in this 
group, and then to examine your personal life every day to see how you are working in disharmony 
with God's Loving Principles and laws, so that you can begin your real awakening to sin. 
Future Plans - Personal progression
Jesus & Mary's progression will assist you to have more faith and desire - At the moment we see 
that there is not a strong desire for God for most people - We feel we need to focus on our 
progression to demonstrate truths to you 
Ideas for assistance groups 
People are still struggling to put the material into action in their day to day life - We want to help 
others to apply the material and come to know and love God - Dates of all future groups will be 
changed depending on readiness of material and on the audience readiness to receive the material.
Studio presentation of Q&A's specifically related to the three previous groups - Developing My 
Will To Love Q&A studio sessions - Developing My Loving Self Q&A studio sessions - 
Understanding God's Laws Of Love Q&A studio sessions - Studio presentation of "Fundamental 
Truth" series 
Understanding Sin & Its Causes - Understanding Sin & Its Causes Q&A studio sessions - 
Removing Sin & Its Causes - Removing Sin & Its Causes Q&A studio sessions - Engaging God's 
Laws Of Love - Engaging God's Laws Of Love Q&A studio sessions - Receiving God's Love - 
Receiving God's Love Q&A studio sessions - Loving God - Loving God Q&A studio sessions
Other projects we are working on
Seminar presentations - God's Way project - Volunteer education project - Clips project - 
Programming projects - Transcription project - Transliteration project - Translation project 
Questions Answered (group 1):
01:48:23 Sherry Webster: Is my booking still going to be valid when you reschedule the dates of the
events? 01:51:22 Jennifer Heibloem:  What is the best way to donate towards the past Divine Truth 
events?


